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Development of post-communist parliamentarism in Kazakhstan
and Romania: a comparative analysis
Maral Zhanarstanova
Timur Kanapyanov
Становление посткоммунистического парламентаризма в Казахстане и Румынии:
сравнительный анализ. В статье рассматривается и сравнивается развитие и эволюция
законодательных органов в посткоммунистическом Казахстане и Румынии. Несмотря на
общее коммунистическое прошлое, переход от старого политического порядка к новому и
последующие события в Казахстане и Румынии осуществлялись совершенно по-разному:
Казахстан неохотно воспринял распад Советского Союза в 1991 году и мирно провозгласил
свою независимость, тогда как Румынская революция 1989 года против диктаторского
режима была самой кровопролитной в Центральной и Восточной Европе. Однако,
несмотря на географическую отдаленность двух стран, различные культурные и
исторические корни, этнический и религиозный состав, колоссальные расхождения в
экономике, Казахстан и Румыния имеют некоторые схожие элементы коммунистического
наследия, что в свою очередь оказало влияние на развитие посткоммунистических
политических институтов. Тем не менее, это пордразумевает схожесть коммунистических
режимов и путей перехода к демократии в двух странах. Развитие парламентаризма в этих
государствах различается друг от друга не только уровнем институционализации, но и
степенью стабильности законодательных органов. Данная статья преследует две задачи;
Первая

и

важнейшая

из

которых

–

объяснить

развитие

парламентаризма

в

посткоммунистическом Казахстане и Румынии с исторической точки зрения и определить,
что повлияло на изменения и разные последствия в становлении законодательных
органов в данных государствах. Вторая задача – сравнить два парламента и выявить
сходство и различие между ними.
Ключевые слова: Парламентаризм, Казахстан, Румыния, посткоммунизм, сравнение
Development of post-communist parliamentarism in Kazakhstan and Romania: a
comparative analysis. This study compares institutional development of legislative bodies in
post-communist Romania and Kazakhstan. Despite having shared a communist past experience,
Kazakhstan and Romania have followed a quite different path in their post-communist political
order: Kazakhstan is unwillingly accepted the break-up of the Soviet Union in 1991 and peacefully
declared its independence, while Romanian Revolution of 1989 was the most bloody of all in East
Central Europe. However, in spite of their geographical remoteness, different cultural and
historical backgrounds, various ethnic and religious compositions, as well as different economic
profiles, Romania and Kazakhstan have shared some common elements of communist legacy and
its side-effects during the post-communist development of political institutions. It does not
necessarily mean that their respective experiences with communist rule and transition to
democracy were the same. The parliamentary development in the two countries differs from each
other, both in terms of stability and the level of institutionalization. The goal of this article is
twofold. First and foremost aim of the paper is to explain parliamentary development in postcommunist Romania and Kazakhstan from historical point of view and to identify what
contributes to changes and different outcomes in legislatures of the respective countries. Second
goal is to compare two parliaments and identify similarities and differences with making some
inferences about the strength of legislatures compared to each other and to other major political
institutions.
Key words: Parliamentarism, Kazakhstan, Romania, post-communism, comparison
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1. INTRODUCTION
Democracy today is not conceivable without a legislature or parliament. The
key element in democratization is to have a legislative body which is accountable to
voters and has some degree of influence over the national policy. The Parliament
which is fairly, freely and regularly elected in ideal ought to perform these functions. If
legislatures are an essential part of democratization, knowing what kind of factors
influence changes in Parliaments, especially in newly democratizing countries, would
contribute to understanding of political development per se.
Some scholars support idea that a stronger legislatures contributes to a
stronger democracy [1]. Legislative strength influences democratization in various
ways. The legislative body can serve as a check on the executive branch through
issuing laws and amendments to legislation or more forcefully through no-confidence
practice. An effective legislature also performs the will of the people through
translating it into laws and government budgets. Therefore, understanding how
legislatures

grow

stronger

is

critical

to

understanding

and

promoting

democratization.
The transition, triggered by the collapse of communist rule in Romania and
Kazakhstan, is a part of the processes of what Huntington called the Third Wave of
democratization which have also involved East Central Europe and Central Asia in last
few decades [2]. Most students agree that “these states were faced with the enormous
challenges of building democratic state institutions at the same time as building a
nation; creating a national economy; and formulating their foreign policy orientation”
([3] p.1). Yet, the process of transition from communist rule to the construction of
democratic order in the former communist countries has evolved differently. In other
words the post-communist history and development of political institutions vary
substantially from country to country. It is also true that “many state institutions were
inherited from the Soviet period and were adapted to the new tasks of independent
statehood, while Soviet-era officials continued to staff these institutions” ([3] p.1).
Therefore, according to Whitmore “these institutions where not designed for
sovereign, rule-of-law states and were poorly equipped to manage the wider state
transformations” ([3] p.1).
The main aim in this article is to explain parliamentary development in postcommunist Romania and Kazakhstan and to identify what contributes to changes and
different outcomes in legislatures of respective countries. The existing literature does
not provide a clear answer what determines the different levels of post-communist
legislative development. Since no previous studies have compared countries from East
Central Europe and Central Asia in terms of political institutions, especially Romania

and Kazakhstan, this article would be a seminal work of authors and could be used as
a good hypothesis generating text in order to claim general inferences for these
regions. The comparative politics’ literature provides with some examples of
comparative studies between Latin America, East Central Europe, Western Europe,
former Soviet states, and post-communist countries in terms of political institutions,
but it seems that students of this field have almost totally ignored post-communist
Central Asian countries. In the most cases Central Asian states are excluded from
respective research papers. Therefore, such a framework does little to explain
different levels of parliamentary development and variations in terms of similarities
and differences in countries such as those in East Central Europe and Central Asia.
Students of comparative politics have usually been analyzing legislatures only within
a specific region or the specific case in East Central Europe and Central Asia. However,
given the fact that this paper attempts to compare only two countries from different
respective geographical regions, it will be possible to depict them thoroughly and
prepare fertile ground for further study.
The intended structure of this paper as following: in the first part of the article
it analyses the development of legislative bodies of Kazakhstan and Romania,
separately, since break down of communism and up today; then it compares
legislative institutions of two countries and tries to identify similarities and
differences; and in conclusion it draws some inferences according to the both
Parliaments of respective countries.
2. PARLIAMENTARY DEVELOPMENT IN POST-COMMUNIST ROMANIA
Since the parliamentary development of Romania has been fully analyzed by
Steven D. Roper, in this article will be only given a brief description of main events of
the evolution of post-communist parliamentarism in Romania [4].
After the collapse of communism and revolution of 1989 Romania had entered
a new phase of political development. In the autumn of 1989 all communist countries
in Central and Eastern Europe one by one had witnessed the collapse of the old
regime. In this sense Romania was no exception, although it was almost last country in
Central and Eastern Europe who faced the collapse of communist regime only on 22
December 1989. The revolution and regime change in Romania was abrupt and the
most violent in the region ([5] p. 146).
Most scholars believe that the development of political institutions in the postcommunist Romania was influenced by both the communist legacy and precommunist democratic experience. In this vein Steven D. Roper notes that
“parliamentary development during the communist period was severely limited, and
[201]
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as a consequence, the Romanian parliament confronts the concomitant problem of
developing as an institution to meet twenty-first-century challenges while dealing
with the political, social and economic legacies of the communist past” ([4] p. 159).
Right after the revolution of December 1989 in Romania was formed a
provisional government led by the National Salvation Front (FSN). The FSN was a
movement which had a leading role during the events of December 1989. It was a
main reason why the FSN was supported and accepted as a legitimate authority at the
moment by the broad population of Romanians. According to Roper the FSN
established the parameters in which institutional decisions were made, thus it was
mostly responsible for the development of political institutions at the beginning of
1990s ([6] p. 65).
It was this provisional revolutionary government who created a two-chamber
parliamentary system. The Romanian Parliament has been evolving all the way from
the Constituent Assembly in 1990 to the professional and multiparty Parliament in
2011. The development and institutionalization of parliamentarism in postcommunist Romania was uneven and less stable in comparison to the established
democracies in Western Europe, but more stable and more efficient than in a number
of post-Soviet countries.
The first post-communist parliament of Romania (1990-1992) had been
limited to the self-organizing and constitution drafting functions. Due to the adoption
of French system the president had a much more power than the legislature. The
legislative body had consisted of the Assembly of Deputies and the Senate. Although
these two chambers performed similar functions and had an equivalent legislative
power, they differed in numbers of deputies. In the 1990 Senate was 119 seats and the
Assembly had 387 members ([7] p. 162). It is also worth to mention that no Senate
seats were allocated to ethnic minority parties, only the Assembly seats. As it
mentioned before the primary objective of this legislation was to draft a new
constitution. During the constitutional drafting debate the FSN’s voice was prevailing,
due to the fact that the constitution drafting committee consisted mostly of the FSN
members. Eventually the parliamentarians overwhelmingly passed the new
constitution in November 1991. However, it was adopted only after the national
referendum on 8 December 1991. The new constitution conflated with the intentions
of the FSN and Iliescu and resulted in a strong presidency.
A national election for second post-communist parliament of Romania
(1992-1996) was held in September 1992 [8]. This election was held under the new
constitution and new electoral rules. Besides, up to this time political situation in
Romania changed considerably. Unlike the 1990 national elections, the 1992 elections

saw no clear majority party and an opposition became a much stronger ([4] p. 165).
However, Iliescu’s new party, the Democratic National Salvation Front (FDSN) held a
plurality of seats and started to create a coalition government. Although there was a
clear opposition, members of the FDSN held almost all the government portfolios, and
were chosen to preside over the renamed House of Deputies and the Senate ([4] p.
166). The number of contested seats in the both chambers had changed, in the House
of Deputies it was reduced from 387 to 328, whereas in the Senate it was increased
from 119 to 143. Based on a new electoral rules it was also added to the standing
orders the 3 percent electoral threshold for parties in order to be represented in the
parliament. Nevertheless, the most scholars on the field agree that the second postcommunist parliament still did not perform very well and professional. The FDSN then
exercised not efficient leadership in the Parliament. Thus, the parliamentary groups
were highly fragmented and not much significant laws were passed.
The third post-communist parliament of Romania (1996-2000) had been
elected in October 1996. Up to this date the Romanian political landscape had changed
substantially. The opposition gained more strength and access to the media. Also
some scholars argue that there was a change in the Romanian electorate itself ([4] p.
170). As a result the Democratic Convention of Romania (CDR) received a plurality of
seats in both chambers and formed a coalition government with the Social Democratic
Union (USD) and the Hungarian Democratic Union (UDMR). In addition to its
parliamentary victory, the CDR presidential candidate Emil Constantinescu defeated
Iliescu in the second round ([4] p. 170). The structure and the functioning of the
Parliament did not significantly change.
To sum up, the parliamentary activity and the level of parliamentarism in the
first decade after the revolution was very well assessed by Cornelia Ilie as following:
“During the first tormented decade of post-communist transition the Romanian
Parliament was rather weak and ineffective. Apart from the heavy Communist legacy,
this may be accounted for by the fact that the country adopted a French-like semipresidential regime in which president Ion Iliescu had a dominant role. As a result,
parliamentary oversight of the executive was minimal. After 1996, under
Constantinescu’s rule, the parliamentary activity improved, as did parliamentary
control over the legislative process. However, the parliamentary activity was still
ineffective, allowing the president to exercise legislative power” ([9] p. 197).
In the 2000 elections to the fourth post-communist parliament of Romania
(2000-2004) the Iliescu’s Social Democratic Party of Romania (PDSR) received almost
an absolute majority of seats (46 percent), and Iliescu was once again elected
president in a second round runoff with Tudor ([4] p. 175). By governmental
[203]
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ordinance on 28 June 2000, the electoral threshold to enter parliament was increased
from 3 percent to a nominal 5 percent for a single party, but coalitions faced an
additional one percent for each party in the coalition ([7] p. 135).
The modification of the Constitution and referendum in 2003 was an important
point for Romanian Parliament in terms of the functioning of chambers. Prior to this
events two chambers had the same attributes. The law had to be approved by both
chambers. If one of them rejected the law, a special commission was formed. However,
the report of that commission had to be approved in a joint session of the Parliament.
After 2003, a law still has to be approved by both chambers, but each chamber was
designated as “deciding chamber” on the issues relating to its competence. If one of
the chambers makes a proposal, and other chamber rejects it, it makes amendments
and sends it back to deciding chamber, the decision of which is final.
A national election to the fifth Romanian legislature (2004-2008) was held on
November 2004. In this case also no party won an absolute majority. The Social
Democratic Party (PSD) won the largest number of seats, but was not able to form a
coalition government. The presidency won in a second round runoff the Justice and
Truth Alliance candidate, Bucharest Mayor Traian Basescu, who was fervently in favor
of Romania joining the EU in 2007, and of maintaining close ties with the United States
[10].
The fifth post-communist parliament of Romania had played a crucial role in
the process of accession to the EU. After the elections this parliament had debated and
adopted an impressive number of laws and regulations, aimed at reforming all society
on democratic bases, including the observance of fundamental human rights, the
promotion of socio-economic reforms, the consolidation of the market economy and
of new institutional legislation, which are the prerequisites for Romania’s integration
into the European institutions ([9] p.197). It was this fifth parliament under which
Romania became full member of the European Union on January 1, 2007.
On 30 November 2008 Romania organized its first parliamentary elections
after its accession to the European Union. It is the sixth post-communist parliament
of Romania (2008-present). It was also the first time when parliamentary and
presidential elections were not held simultaneously and the proportional
representation on party lists system was replaced by a single-member-majority
system. Five political parties gained parliamentary representation: the Social
Democrats (PSD), the Conservatives (PC), the Democrat-Liberals (PD-L), the Liberals
(PNL) and the Democratic Union of Magyars (UDMR). In addition, 18 seats were
distributed among ethnic minority parties. On 22 December 2008 the new PD-L–PSD
grand coalition government was invested, headed by Prime Minister Emil Boc (PD-L)

[11].
All in all, today the Romanian parliamentarism are established and highly
institutionalized, although it is still substantially influenced by the President. Due to
the nature of post-communist transition functions of post-communist parliaments
have been limited to the law-making processes and the formation of government.
Until the 2004, with the exception of 1996-2000 years, the parliament was under the
control of former communist ruling party and its leader Iliescu. However, after the
2004 elections and joining EU in 2007, the Parliament of Romania was no more
subservient institution to the president, but was highly organized and differentiated
body.
3. EVOLUTION OF PARLIAMENTARISM IN POST-SOVIET KAZAKHSTAN
The evolution of post-communist parliamentarism in Kazakhstan has been
comprehensively explored by Anthony Clive Bowyer [12]. Nevertheless, in this part of
article would be made an attempt to analyze briefly the development of postcommunist parliamentarism in Kazakhstan.
The Republic of Kazakhstan is one of the fifteenth states which had appeared
after the dissolution of the Soviet Union. These states were faced with a huge task of
building democratic state institutions, which was not an easy thing to do.
Nevertheless, newly created former Soviet states did not start building their
institutions from the clean list, thus “there was no institutional tabula rasa” ([3] p. 30).
In this sense the Republic of Kazakhstan is no exception. During the initial years of
independence the functions of legislature in Kazakhstan was performed by the
unicameral symbolic Supreme Soviet, until new Constitution of 1995 has brought to
the political life of country professional bicameral Parliament of Kazakhstan. Today,
the Parliament of Kazakhstan is institutionalized, stable and efficient legislative body
of the country, though highly controlled by the President. It has been transformed and
changed over time all the way from gaining the independence of Kazakhstan in 1991.
A post-Soviet history of legislative body of Kazakhstan would be appropriate to
study from the elections to the Supreme Soviet of the Kazakh SSR on March 25, 1990,
which was technically the twelfth parliamentary convocation of the Kazakh SSR, since
the formation of the first post-communist representative body of newborn
Kazakhstan had started with this convocation.
The March 1990 elections to the twelfth convocation of the Supreme Soviet of
Kazakh SSR were the first semi-democratic election with the first multiple-candidate
contests since 1925 ([13] p. 30). It was contested by over 2000 candidates for 360
seats. Although the elections passed under the influence of administrative-command
[205]
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system and without alternative party contestation, voters of Kazakhstan for the first
time had a chance to choose freely between various candidates to the legislative body
([14] p. 40). However, this unicameral Parliament still functioned under the old
socialist framework. Moreover, members of the government elite and members of
newly elected Supreme Soviet were still members of the Communist Party. So with
deeply rooted socialist mindset and communist mentality of elite it was difficult to
reform country and to maintain smooth democratic transition. Its primary goal was to
elaborate new constitution for independent Kazakhstan. The first Constitution of
independent Kazakhstan was adopted at the 9th Session of Kazakhstan Supreme
Soviet on January 28, 1993. Parliamentary republic model was taken as a basis for
Constitution of 1993. However, this constitution didn’t change much in functioning of
legislative body. It was still unicameral Supreme Court, but rather reinforced its
power. In most scholars opinion the constitution of 1993 was least adapted to the new
market economy order of the day. It didn’t answer for challenges of contemporary
democratic transition. As a result this Parliament was ultimately “persuaded” to selfdissolve in autumn 1993.
A national election to the second post-communist Parliament of Kazakhstan
(1994-1995) was held under the new constitutional order on March 1994. The new
parliament was designed to be a permanent, professional body consisting of 177 seats,
with forty of them filled by individuals chosen by the President ([15] p. 102).
Representatives of four political parties were elected, including President Nursultan
Nazarbayev’s Party of People’s Unity (33 seats won), the People’s Congress Party of
Kazakhstan (9 seats), the Socialist Party (8 seats), the Federation of Trade Unions (11
seats) and deputies from fourteen different groups. This convocation of
parliamentarians was very much controversial. Due to a lack of legislative experience
of its members and its rivalry attitude toward the executive branch it could not pass
any significant laws, which resulted in legislative and political stalemate. As a result
this Parliament was dismissed in March 1995 based on a constitutional court decision
(resulting from a dispute filed by one complainant) which ruled that the
parliamentary elections of one year prior were invalid due to administrative
irregularities involving the vote counting process [12].
The turning point for the development of parliamentarism in Kazakhstan was
an adoption of a new constitution in August 30, 1995 by the passing of a national
referendum with 81.9 percent of voters voting in favor of the new constitution, which
created a two-chamber parliament consisting of the upper house, the Senate and the
lower house, or the Majilis.
National elections to the new two-chamber, third post-communist Parliament

(1995-1999) were held in December 1995. According to the constitution and new
electoral law the formation of the Senate and the Majilis differed substantially in
terms of mode of designation, and the number of seats. The upper house, the Senate
was elected indirectly by the majoritarian voting system, where 40 senators elected
by the Maslikhats (local representative bodies) in 19 regions and the capital, which
together represented 20 multi-member constituencies, by 2 seats in each constituency
and 7 senators were directly appointed by the President. So taken together the Senate
consisted of 47 senators elected for the 4 year terms, while the 7 remain for entire
term of the Senate, half of the remaining 40 are re-elected every two years. The lower
house, the Majilis, featured 67 members elected directly in single-member
constituencies for four years on the basis of the majoritarian electoral system ([12] p.
44).
The third post-Soviet parliament of Kazakhstan was elected under new
constitution, more or less without Soviet orientation, though still staffed by the old
establishment. Nevertheless, this convocation started to frame contemporary
parliament’s role in the country and shaped its path of development.
The forth post-communist Parliament of Kazakhstan (1999-2004) featured
differently according with amendments to constitution in autumn 1998. The
parliamentary elections to both the Senate and the Majilis were held under the new
rules in September 1999 and October 1999 respectively. According to constitutional
amendments in October 1998 the terms of office of the Majilis and the Senate were
increased from four to five and five to six years respectively ([5] p.198). Most
significant change for the development of parliamentarism and party system was that
first time in the history of Kazakhstan 10 additional seats in the Majilis were elected
by the party list system. As a result, these elections were more contested by political
parties. In the election of Parliament had participated 10 political parties [16]. All
together the size of the Majilis was increased from 67 to 77; 67 members was elected
by the same mode as in 1995 elections, namely, on the basis of majoritarian electoral
system to single member constituencies and 10 members by the proportional
representation system in one nationwide constituency, with a high 7% threshold in
place ([12] p. 46).
As a result of the elections to the Majilis via party list only four parties out of
ten were able to overcome 7 per cent barrier, including the newly-minted presidential
OTAN (Fatherland) party (30.89%, 4 seats), the CPK (17.75%, 2 seats), the Agrarian
Party (AP, 12.63%, 2 seats) and the Civic Party (CP, 11.23%, 2 seats). During the
elections to the Majilis 34 deputies (45%) out of 77 were registered as independents
[17]. Nevertheless, taken together with the single mandate elections, the
[207]
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progovernment parties received 55 per cent of the vote and managed to secure 80 per
cent of the seats in the Majilis ([15] p. 123). For the Senate the same electoral system
was at place, where 7 senators directly appointed by the President and the remaining
senators elected indirectly by the deputies of Maslikhats. The number of senators
slightly changed in comparison to 1995 elections, due to the fact that in 1997
according to administrative-territorial reforms 5 out of 19 oblasts (region) were
abolished and two cities, a new capital Astana and the former capital Almaty, were
given a special status. Thus, from that time the Senate was elected in 16 multimember constituencies instead of 20, two senators from each. Technically, the Senate
consisted of 39 senators, but since the half of senators was reelected every three years
and the senators from abolished oblasts had to finish their terms, in the Senate were
serving more senators than that.
All in all, fourth post-Soviet legislature of Kazakhstan functioned under the
strong presidency and with limited leverages of power. It was limited to the lawmaking processes. However, the introduction of party list system stirred political
parties and movements up.
The fifth post-communist Parliament of Kazakhstan (2004-2007) was
elected by the same electoral rules, but differed in terms of a lack of strong opposition.
The national elections to the Majilis were held in September 2004. The mode of
designation and the electoral system did not change from the time of last elections. It
again featured 77 seats, 10 elected via party list and 67 elected in the single member
constituencies. For the electoral competition were registered 12 political parties,
where 4 parties out of 12 coalesced into 2 party blocks. As a result of elections, just
like happened in last elections, only 4 parties managed to pass the 7 per cent
threshold, including presidential OTAN party (60.61%, 7 seats), the opposition party
AK ZHOL (12.04%, 1 seat), party ASAR led by President Nazarbayev’s daughter,
Dariga Nazarbayeva (11.38%, 1 seat), and the AIST Bloc (a coalition of the Agrarian
and Civic parties, 7.07%, 1 seat) ([12] p. 47).
To sum up, the fifth post-communist Parliament of Kazakhstan proved to be
even more unanimous and homogenous in terms of both party affiliations and
political orientations. On the one hand, this kind of solidarity contributed to the
political stability and smooth political reforms; on the other hand, homogeneity of the
Parliament impacted the lack of competitiveness and hampered the development of
party factions and deputy groups within Parliament and the development of party
system per se.
The sixth post-communist Parliament of Kazakhstan (2007-present) was
elected by the totally different electoral rules in August 2007. According to the

constitutional amendments of May 2007 the Majilis deputies started to be elected
relying exclusively on the party list vote. However, the outcome of the 2007 elections
to the Majilis proved to be not so different from previous elections, even worse, due to
the fact that all seats won only the ruling party. Most significantly, according to the
amended Election Law, which was the result of these constitutional changes and
parliamentary reforms, the mixed electoral system of the Majilis was changed to a
pure proportional representation system. The numbers of deputies in both chambers
were also increased. If before the Majilis consisted of 77 deputies, now the number of
deputies was increased to 107. According to the new electoral system 98 deputies out
of 107 are elected via party list with 7% threshold at place in one nationwide
constituency and 9 are elected by the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan ([12] p.
48). The Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan was created in 1995 and meant to be
an ‘umbrella grouping’ of more than 130 ethnic groups in Kazakhstan. ‘According to
the constitution, the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan has the role of providing
representation of Kazakhstan’s various ethnic groups in social and political life’ [18].
In the Senate the numbers of senators appointed by the President were
increased from 7 to 15. For the remaining 32 senators the electoral system remained
unchanged, where senators elected indirectly by deputies of local representative
bodies from 16 regions (two from each, half elected every three years). The statutory
number of senators was increased from 39 to 47. In general, the total number of
deputies in the Parliament was increased for 38 seats and consisted of 154 deputies,
whereas before it was only 116 [18]. In the 2007 elections to the Majilis, only one
party of 7 who competed successfully passed the 7% threshold. It was president’s
party OTAN, which took all 98 seats in Majilis.
4. COMPARISON OF THE PARLIAMENTARY DEVELOPMENT OF
KAZAKHSTAN AND ROMANIA
Now when the path of development of both Romanian and Kazakh postcommunist legislatures have been thoroughly studied separately in two chapters from
historical point of view, it is possible to compare the way of development over two
decades and trace some similarities and differences. The in-depth cases studies of two
parliaments in previous chapters helped us better understand the nature of
parliamentary development and opened the perspective for comparison of
parliamentarism in Kazakhstan and Romania.
The parliamentary development in post-communist Romania and Kazakhstan
started approximately at the same time with the collapse of communist regimes in
Central and Eastern Europe in 1989 and with the dissolution of the USSR in 1991,
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respectively. Both countries were almost last countries in their respective regions to
face the collapse of communist regime, although a break with the past was different in
these countries. In Romania the break with the past was sudden and violent, while in
Kazakhstan the transition was smooth and nonviolent, with high degree of
institutional and elite continuity. At the beginning of transition both countries
adopted the constitutions based on the French model with the semi-presidential
systems, which resulted in the weak legislature. The distinct institutional and
historical legacies of Romania and Kazakhstan are heavily reflected on the choice of
different electoral systems and formation of legislatures. The first two post-soviet
parliaments of Kazakhstan highly resembled the communist type Soviets, even
retaining the old name the Supreme Soviet of Kazakh SSR. It was the situation in
Kazakhstan until the adoption of new constitution in 1995, which created a new
bicameral Parliament with the lower house called the Majilis, and the upper house, the
Senate.
Whereas Romania due to the nature of its violent revolution totally rejected the
old communist institutions and built a new bicameral Parliament consisting in two
houses, the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate, “a structure modelled on the interwar legislature” ([19] p.4). First post-communist parliaments in both countries had a
similar task of drafting a new constitution and faced similar challenges caused by the
economic and institutional crises right after the collapse of old regime. In Romania in
1990 was elected interim Parliament for 2 years term, which was in fact a constituent
assembly with a primary task of drafting the constitution. It had to adopt the new
constitution and a new electoral law, and then set the day for new national elections.
Yet, the first post-communist interim parliament had to organize itself and perform its
representative and legislative goals.
In Kazakhstan the first post-soviet legislature was elected in 1990 by the old
Soviet rules, although for the first time it was free elections with multiple-candidate
contests. This body found itself as the first parliament of independent Kazakhstan
after the declaring independence in 1991. It was this regime change which
consequently pushed this body to draft a new constitution in 1993. However, this
constitution proved to be inconsistent with reality, and had to be rewritten in 1995
without participation of Parliament, due to the fact that the second post-communist
parliament was dissolved by the Constitutional Court with granting the President the
authority to rule by decree during the parliamentary interim from March to December
1995. Consequently, during this parliamentary interim the new constitution was
drafted by the President and adopted by the referendum on 30 August 1995. Since
then constitution and electoral law in Kazakhstan was a frequent subject to the

amendments. The 2 major amendments which reflected the parliament took place in
1998 and 2007. The electoral system in Kazakhstan at first was majoritarian, and then
it changed to mixed electoral system in 2007. The Senate in Kazakhstan is indirectly
elected in 16 multi-member districts (two in each) by majoritarian system and 15 out
of total 47 members are directly appointed by the President. The Majilis is directly
elected by the pure proportional representation system in one nationwide
constituency, with a high 7% threshold in place. The number of deputies in the Majilis
is 107, 98 out of total are elected by party list and 9 are elected by the Assembly of the
People of Kazakhstan.
The first constitution in Romania was adopted in 1991 by the interim
parliament. Due to the conditionality of EU in 2003 the constitution was revisited and
adopted by the referendum. In sharp contrast to the case of Kazakhstan, the both
houses of Romanian Parliament are elected in the same day and by the same rules.
Unlike in Kazakhstan, in Romania from the beginning was adopted the system of
proportional representation with closed party list. This system was successfully
employed until the 2008, when election law was changed and the proportional
representation on party lists system was replaced by a mixed single member majority
system. In the new mixed electoral system the mandates are attributed in three
stages: first stage according to the majoritarian system and remaining stages
according to the proportional system. The number of seats in the Romanian
Parliament is not fixed but determined through the election law with the
representation rate: in the lower chamber, one deputy is elected per 70,000
inhabitants, while one senator represents 160,000 inhabitants. That is why the
number of contested seats varied across elections.
Another important external variable in the case of Romania is the EU policies
and institutions, which have a considerable impact on the context within which
parliaments function. In Kazakhstan the minorities are represented by the Assembly
of the People of Kazakhstan and 9 seats in the Majilis also allocated for the ethnic
minorities from this body ([19] p. 3). The conditionality of EU in the pre-accession
period heavily influenced the constitutional framework in Romania, thus it was
adopted a new fundamental constitution “with a view to EU accession” ([19] p. 8). The
process of Europeanization in Romania “also exerted considerable influence on party
development, profoundly shaping the programmatic commitments and the
organization

of

parliamentary

parties”.313

However,

main

workload

of

implementation the EU conditions laid on the government and parliament had a tiny
task of revisiting some laws and regulations, therefore, the “parliament lost a
substantial degree of sovereignty” ([19] p. 10).
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Taken together, both post-communist Romania and Kazakhstan have been
marked by a relatively “stable constitutional environment, although in somewhat
different ways” ([19] p. 10). In both countries since the beginning of transition two
constitutions were adopted. Initially, when the old system collapsed Romania oriented
itself to the pre-communist constitution and traditions, in Kazakhstan communist era
constitution of 1978 remained at place until 1993. The Romanian first interim
legislature adopted a new constitution in 1991 by choosing French model with semipresidentialism and PR system, which remained up until 2003. In Kazakhstan first
parliament adopted a new constitution in 1993, which proved to be not very well
constitution and was redrawn in 1995. Because of this constitutional uncertainty in
Kazakhstan was preserved an old legislature called the Supreme Soviet until 1995,
when a new bicameral Parliament was created. By contrast, in Romania, the
constitutional environment was more stable and persistent unlike in Kazakhstan.
Moreover, in Kazakhstan the basic law was a subject to often amendments (major
amendments in 1998 and 2007). The second constitution in Romania was adopted in
2003. However, “the 2003 Constitution was not so much a new fundamental act, as the
1991 Constitution revised for the 21 century and EU membership” ([19] p. 11). All in
all, due to its peculiar historical and geographical proximity with Russia and over 250
years of joint history, Kazakhstan has faced more ‘legal continuity’ than Romania,
which consequently affected the development of the legislature.
The main findings of the comparative study will be systematically summarized
below by outlining some similar points and crucial discrepancies of post-communist
legislative development in Romania and Kazakhstan, separately.
According to the analysis of the parliamentary development in Kazakhstan and
Romania since break down of communism following similarities have been identified:
 Both countries adopted the Constitutions based on the French model with the
semi-presidential systems, most precisely premier-presidential in Romania and
president-parliamentary in Kazakhstan. Moreover, in both countries since the
begging of transition two Constitutions were adopted, in Romania in 1991 and
2003, while in Kazakhstan in 1993 and 1995.
 The structural composition of parliaments is similar in both countries, which
represents bicameralism with the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate in Romania
and the Majilis and the Senate in Kazakhstan.
 Both countries shared some form of communist past and the parliamentary
development started approximately at the same time (in Romania and Kazakhstan
first post-communist legislature was elected in 1990).
 Both countries were almost last countries in their respective regions to face the

collapse of communist regime.
 In both countries the first post-communist parliaments had a primary task of
drafting the new constitution.
 Both countries have a mixed electoral system.
 Both countries have established relatively high threshold in order to enter the
Parliament, 7% in Kazakhstan and 5% for a single party and 8-10% for coalitions in
Romania.
 In both countries by 2011 have been elected 6 legislative terms, thus 6 sets of
parliamentary elections were held.
 In both countries most successful parties in parliamentary elections have been
the transformed communist successor parties, which are the Iliescu’s PSD
(formerly FDSN, PDSR) and Nazarbayev’s NUR OTAN (formerly UPU, PPU, OTAN).
 During the initial decade weakly organized parties led to a strong presidency
and personal leadership in Romania, as well as in Kazakhstan.
 During the initial decade in both countries politics evolved around
personalities rather than ideas.
 In both post-communist legislatures former members of the nomenklatura are
well represented, therefore, in both countries the elite continuity has been
persistent throughout post-communist period.
 In both cases the Government formation depends on the consent of Parliament.
 In post-communist Romania and Kazakhstan the Parliament only once
managed to pass the successful motion of no confidence to the PM, in 2009 and
1994, respectively.
 In both countries the Parliament has a primary authority in law-making
processes; however, the strength of legislature in Romania and Kazakhstan has
somehow weakened by the delegation of legislative initiative to other branches of
power.
 In both countries the Parliament has right to discharge the President from
office only in the case of high treason.
As we have seen, the post-communist parliamentary development in
Kazakhstan and Romania was more or less similar only during the first decade, while
in the second decade it has been observed sharp distinctions between the two. The
parliamentary development in the two countries differs from each other, both in
terms of stability and the level of institutionalization, especially during the second
decade. Therefore, by the comparative study of two post-communist countries and
their legislatures following differences have been singled out:
 In Romania the break with the past was sudden and violent, while in
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Kazakhstan the transition was smooth and nonviolent, with high degree of
institutional and elite continuity.
 In Romania the bicameral Parliament had appeared almost immediately after
the revolution of 1989, while during the initial years of independence the
functions of legislature in Kazakhstan was performed by the unicameral
symbolic Supreme Soviet, until the new Constitution of 1995 has brought the
professional bicameral Parliament into the political life of Kazakhstan.
 From the beginning of transition the electoral system in Kazakhstan was a
majoritarian with simple plurality voting system, while in Romania from the
beginning the system of proportional representation with closed party list was
adopted, although both countries later have changed their electoral systems to
the mixed in 2007 and 2008, respectively.
 In Romania both chambers of Parliament are elected in an identical manner and
have identical functions, whereas in Kazakhstan they are elected by different
electoral rules and have different powers. For example, in Romania both
chambers are elected by the mixed electoral system in the same day, while in
Kazakhstan the Majilis is elected directly by the PR system and the Senate
indirectly by the majoritarian system in different days. In addition, in
Kazakhstan the lower house, the Majilis has more power than the Senate and
their functions vary considerably.
 Romanian Parliament consists of only directly elected deputies and senators,
while in Kazakhstan the senators are elected indirectly and some MPs directly
appointed by the President without any elections (15 Senators appointed by the
President, 9 Deputies selected from the Assembly of the People of Kazakhstan,
which is the ‘umbrella grouping’ of the ethnic minorities accountable to the
President).
 Unlike in Kazakhstan, the parliamentary development in Romania has been
strongly influenced by the conditionality of EU in the pre-accession period and
after the accession.
 Due to its peculiar historical and geographical proximity with Russia and over
250 years of joint history, Kazakhstan has faced more ‘legal continuity’ than
Romania, which consequently affected the development of the legislature.
 In Romania the transformed communist successor party (PSD) had
overwhelmingly won only in 3 elections in 1990, 1992 and 2000, while in
Kazakhstan the NUR OTAN has overwhelmingly won 5 terms without
interruption since the national elections of 1994.
 Unlike in Kazakhstan, where oppositional extremist and nationalist parties were

shut out and did not enter the Parliament, the Romanian Parliament was
relatively open and some of nationalist and ‘historical’ parties regularly gained a
considerable number of seats.
 In Romania the ruling party and oppositional parties have won seats in the
Parliament interchangeably and the government and president have been
changed by the electorate consistently, while in Kazakhstan the same ruling
party NUR OTAN has consistently won the absolute majority in the Parliament
and the ‘first and the only president’ of Kazakhstan continues to rule the country
without any interruption since 1991.
 During the second decade in Kazakhstan the Parliament has been mostly
composed of the ruling party and today the sixth post-communist Parliament of
Kazakhstan is monopolized by the only one ruling party deputies, whereas in
Romania the Parliament has been genuinely composed of multi-parties,
especially in the last decade.
 In Romania the President is not allowed to dismiss the PM from office, while in
Kazakhstan the President can dismiss the PM at his discretion.
 The Romanian Parliament has practiced the vote of no confidence to the PM
much more often than its counterpart in Kazakhstan (only once).
 In addition, the President of Kazakhstan has the constitutional right to issue
decrees that have the force of laws, while in Romania such power of the
President is limited. Therefore, these ‘unfettered decree powers’ of the President
of Kazakhstan contributes to the weak Parliament.
 In the post-communist legislative history of Romania the Parliament has used
the power of suspension twice, namely, in 1994 against Ion Iliescu and in 2007
against Traian Băsescu, although in both cases unsuccessfully, while in postSoviet Kazakhstan the Parliament have never applied its impeachment power to
the President.

5. CONCLUSION
As we have seen, although the post-communist parliament of Romania and
post-Soviet parliament of Kazakhstan have some similarities in their institutional
developments, yet their differences strikingly both in terms of institutionalization and
consolidation.
The main finding of the last chapter is that the Romanian Parliament being
perceived as one of the “laggards” in Central and Eastern Europe is much more
institutionalized and consolidated than the Parliament of Kazakhstan, which usually
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perceived as “frontrunner” or “leading country” in the Central Asia.
To sum up, despite having shared a communist past experience, Romania and
Kazakhstan followed a quiet different path in their post-communist institutional
development. It can be argued that in Romania a multiparty system emerged and
parliamentary stability has been achieved, while in Kazakhstan despite the fact that
the Parliament has been stable and highly controlled by the President, the
consolidated parliament and the multiparty system are still emerging.
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La recherche geographique des geosites: quelles perspectives?
Daniel Iosif

The geographic research of geosites: what perspectives? The paper does
not discuses about the term of geosite or its definitions. Those aspects are
already well known for the scientific researchers. In the last years, some
intense scientific activity was concerned to releasing papers which the main
subject was the geosite and his derived terms: geomorphosite, geoarcheological sites etc. We can see a scientific boom around this notion. In
those conditions it is necessarily to make a theoretical work with the scope to
introduce the lecturer in the complexity and interdisciplinary properties of
this research field. The paper starts with a short history of the development of
the field and continues with his most important component: the
geomorphologic site and some perspectives to valuing. Finally, we note that
the anthropic monument can be analyzed as geosites too, and the best way to
make a cartographic representation of geosites is to use the GIS solutions.
Key words: geosite, geomorphosite, valuing Earth heritage, GIS solutions
Cercetarea geografică a geositurilor: ce perspective? Articolul nu
abordează termenul de geosit sau definițiile sale. Aceste aspecte sunt deja
cunoscute cercetătorilor. În ultimii ani însă, o intensă activitate științifică s-a
concentrat în elaborarea articolelor al căror subiect principal a fost geositul și
termenii săi derivați: geomorfositul, geositul arheologic, etc. Putem observa un
boom științific în jurul acestui termen. În aceste condiții este necesară
elaborarea unei lucrări teoretice cu scopul de a introduce cititorul în
complexitatea și interdisciplinaritatea acestui câmp de studiu. Articolul
debutează cu o scurtă istorie a dezvoltării acestui câmp de studiu și continuă
cu cel mai important component al său: geomorfositul și câteva perspective de
valorificare a lui. În final, notăm că și un anumit monument antropic poate fi
analizat ca un geosit și că cea mai bună modalitate de a cartografia geositurile
este utilizarea soluțiilor SIG.
Cuvinte cheie: geosit, geomorfosit, valorificarea patrimoniului natural, soluții
SIG
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1. PETIT PREAMBULE HISTORIQUE
Par le travail de M. Panizza et S. Piacente [1], nous avons des repères { propos
de l’évaluation des sites géomorphologiques. Mais le premier auteur qui a développé
une méthode centrée sur l’évaluation de la valeur scientifique des sites et basée sur
des critères tels que la rareté, l’intégrité, la représentativité et la valeur
paléogéographique de l’objet fut V. Grandgirard [2, 3]. Evidemment, de telles analyses
existaient avant mais elles concernaient seulement un de ces critères, par exemple le
critère esthétique [4-6]. Cet évaluation complexe est né en raison du fait que les sites
géomorphologiques ont la particularité d’être souvent chargés d’une telle valeur
esthétique, le risque est que cette composante esthétique prenne le dessus sur la
valeur scientifique de l’objet.
L’apparition de la terminologie moderne est directement liée au Symposium
International pour la Protection du Patrimoine Géologique soutenu en France (Digneles-Bains) il y a en peu plus d’une vingtaine d’années - le 13 Juin 1991- le moment
quant, pour mettre en évidence les concepts de patrimoine géologique et culturel, la
communauté scientifique et les associations internationales ont adopté les termes de
géotope, géosite ou géomorphosite. Les lois concernant ces notions ont été publiées
sous l’égide de La Déclaration Internationale des Droits de la Mémoire de la Terre.
Aujourd’hui, en fonction des pays utilisateurs de ces concepts on peut trouver
deux directions principales { l’égard de la terminologie:


L’école Anglaise, Américaine et Italienne qui ont adopté et utilisent le terme de

géosite;


L’école Allemande et Suisse qui ont adopté et utilise le terme de géotope.

L’école Française utilise les deux termes mais on constate une fréquence plus
grande pour le géosite. En Roumanie, tous les papiers que nous avons consultés font
usage aussi du terme géosite. Dans ces conditions nous considérons être pertinent
l’utilisation du même terme de géosite.
Ce nouvel intérêt a notamment été guidé par le développement du géotourisme
et des géoparcs, qui se basent non seulement sur une valorisation des aspects
scientifiques, mais également des autres valeurs des géotopes. Récemment, E.
Reynard a proposé la distinction entre la valeur centrale (scientifique) – qui fonde la
considération d’un objet géomorphologique en tant que géotope –, et les valeurs
additionnelles (économique, écologique, culturelle, esthétique), qui viennent
compléter la valeur centrale. Dans certains cas (géotourisme par exemple), les valeurs
additionnelles recouvrent une importance aussi grande que la valeur scientifique pure
[7].
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Les dernière recherches importantes en ce qui concerne les géosites et leurs
caractéristiques appartient { l’Institut de Géographie de l’Université de Lausanne et en
particulier au même Emmanuel Reynard qui a réalisé une fiche d’inventaire pour ces
géosites qui comprend cinq volets principaux (les données générales, la description et
l’analyse de la morphogenèse du site, l’évaluation de la valeur scientifique, l’évaluation
des quatre valeurs additionnelles, une synthèse qui résume la valeur globale du site)
et pour chaque valeur il a définit touts les critères d’évaluation. De plus, l’auteur
explique dans autre papier que les paysages, et donc également les géomorphosites,
doivent être étudiés en tenant compte d'un double composant, l’un objectif et l’autre
subjectif. Les perceptions variées des formes du relief par les individus et les sociétés,
qui dépendent de la culture, de la formation, du niveau social etc., confèrent aux
géosites différentes valeurs scientifique, écologique, culturelle, esthétique et
économique.
Cette notion a été { la base de nombreuses études dans chaque pays d’Europe.
Parmi les pays qui ont une forte activité de recherche sur ce sujet sont la Suisse [8-13]
et l’Italie [14-17]. En effet, les territoires marqués par la présence des Alpes ont été les
premières qui ont posés ces questions des géosites. En Roumanie [18-23], le sujet est
{ son début mais les perspectives sont assez positives.
2. LE GÉOMORPHOSITE
Le terme de géomorphosite a été utilisé pour la première fois en 1993 dans un
papier de Panizza et Piacente [1] qui ont proposé ce terme pour indiquer les objets
géomorphologiques présentant une valeur. Ils constituent l’une des catégories de
géotopes, au même titre que les géotopes structuraux, paléontologiques,
sédimentologistes,

minéralogiques,

pétrographiques

et

géochimiques,

stratigraphiques, hydrologiques et hydrogéologiques, ou spéléologiques. Reynard
([24]:127) complète la définition: „les géomorphosites comprennent { la fois des
processus d’érosion et de sédimentation (zones alluviales actives, marges
proglaciaires, laves torrentielles) et les formes du relief résultant de cette activité
(glaciers rocheux, lapiés, cônes d’éboulis)”.
Le terme combine les mots de géomorphologie avec celui de site. La
géomorphologie est la science qui étudie les formes du relief { la surface de la Terre
[25-28]. Les géomorphosites représentent donc formes du relief dont les attributs
géomorphologiques particuliers et significatifs en font une composante du patrimoine
culturel au sens large d’un territoire donné.
Grandgirard [2, 3, 29] souligne pertinent les traits des sites géomorphologique
en disant qu’ils sont des formes du relief qui délivrent des informations grace lesquels
[221]
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nous pouvons décrypter l’histoire de la terre et/ou d’appréhender son évolution
actuelle et ultérieure. Il peut s’agir de simples objets géomorphologiques ou de
grandes portions du paysage. Le même auteur individualise quatre catégories des
sites géomorphologiques selon leur complexité croissante: ils peuvent être des formes
isolées, des ensembles de formes, des complexes de formes ou des systèmes
géomorphologiques.
Aussi comme pour les géosites mentionnés ci-dessus, la valeur primordiale
pour les géomorphosites est celle scientifique. A l’égard de cette valeur, son
importance doit concerner l’un ou plusieurs de ces usages ([30]:4; Figure 1):


modèle pour un processus géomorphologique;



objet utilisé pour des buts éducationnels;



modèle paléogéomorphologique;



support écologique dans le cas où il représente le seul habitat d’une espèce
animale ou plante.
Les géomorphosites se distinguent donc des autres formes du relief par les

valeurs qui leur sont attribuées. Dans ce sens, ils peuvent constituer une partie plus ou
moins grande d’un paysage géomorphologique, dépendant de leur taille. Les valeurs
associées { un géomorphosite et les critères pour les apprécier sont donc les mêmes
que ceux mis en évidence plus haut pour les paysages géomorphologiques ([31]:38).
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3. LA MISE EN VALEUR DES GÉOMORPHOSITES
Selon le groupe de travail Sites géomorphologiques : recherche, évaluation et
développement (tenu septembre 2001 lors de la cinquième Conférence Internationale
de Géomorphologie) c’était l’éducation en ce qui concerne la géomorphologie qui a été
l’une des trois demandes sociales discutés (les autres deux: la conservation et
l’évaluation des géosites au plan touristique). Ainsi, l’expérience montre que la
connaissance que la population a de la topographie, des formes du relief et des
processus géomorphologiques, internes ou externes, est plutôt faible. Dans la plupart
des pays, la géomorphologie ne fait pas partie du cursus obligatoire dans les écoles, les
collèges et les lycées. La transmission d’informations géomorphologiques par les
médias est en outre très souvent vague, voire déformée. Il existe donc un réel besoin
de l’éducation de la population en termes de processus géomorphologiques, de formes
du relief, de paysages ([32] cité par [33]) et de la géologie qui tous participent { la
connaissances des événements physiques et biologiques qui ont marqué notre
planète. José Brilha [34], géologue et guide touristique, a observé qu’après quelques
promenades avec les touristes dans les parcs de Portugal, les touristes ont exprimé la
volonté d’avoir plus d’informations géologiques. C’est évidente le rôle des
géomorphosites dans la dissémination de l’éducation { propos des thèmes qui
concerne l’histoire et l’évolution de la Terre (voir Figure 2).
Les géomorphosites, témoins de la géodiversité et du travail du temps,
témoignent de la longue histoire de la construction du paysage [35]. La fonction
didactique de ce monument géologique ou paysager dépasse sa valeur propre en
procurant une ouverture vers une vision plus globale du système naturel. Si on ne
dépasse pas une vision limitée, on
risque d’encourager une perception
fragmentaire

du

paysage.

Par

exemple, les zonages, comme les
réserves naturelles, les parcs, au
lieu d’avoir une valeur didactique,
risquent de transmettre l’idée qu’il
existe des zones qui valent la peine
d’être protégées et d’autres qui ne
revêtent qu’une valeur très relative.
Arriver { valoriser un géomorphosite
ou une émergence paysagère est un
défi car il faut les voir non pas comme
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des éléments isolés mais comme des témoins privilégiés d’un ensemble important
constitué par des lieux généralement perçus comme anonymes ou de valeur limitée
[36].
Pour voir la perception des touristes { l’égard des points touristiques
géomorphologiques, la meilleure modalité est de créer et distribuer des
questionnaires. Pralong [37] a utilisé les résultats de 469 questionnaires (distribués
en Suisse el les Alpes Françaises) pour conclure que, parmi les interrogés, les plus
intéressés de l’histoire de la Terre ont été les personnes vieilles; presque toutes les
catégories des gens interrogés ont dit qu’ils sont intéressés de la nature, flore et faune.
Encore, ayant le but d’observer quelles sont les expectations des touristes, Berrebi
[38] et Reynard et Berrebi [39] ont questionné des personnes { propos de quatre
régions spéciales géomorphologiques. Les résultats obtenus concernant le public nous
apprennent tout d’abord que les personnes qui vont se promener en montagne sont
fortement intéressées par le paysage et la nature, de manière générale, et plus
particulièrement par l’histoire de sa formation. La majorité pense qu’un sentier
didactique (nous le disons géomorphosites) doit initier { la découverte du lieu en
question et une des raisons qui poussent ce public { fréquenter la montagne est
justement la curiosité ou l’envie de découvrir des lieux ([38]:162).
Reynard et Panizza ([40]:180) apprécient qu’ il est urgent de développer des
programmes cohérents d’éducation { propos des géosites, aussi bien pour les
étudiants et les universitaires qu’auprès du grand public. Parmi d’autres champs
gagnants, le secteur touristique est l’un des domaines économiques qui pourrait
davantage utiliser les résultats des recherches menées sur le patrimoine
géomorphologique. Dans ce sens, il est essentiel de mieux ancrer la recherche sur les
géomorphosites dans le développement de l’éco- et du géotourisme.
4. LES BIENS CULTURELS COMME COMPOSANTS DES GEOSITES
Les différents monuments culturels (historiques, architecturaux etc.) font
partie de l’environnement géologique et géomorphologique et, en effet, la notion de
culture comprend toutes les relations entre les éléments naturels et l’histoire de
l’humanité. L’apparition d’un site anthropique/historique est le résultat indubitable
de l’environnement socio-économique, religieux, militaire ou naturel. Pour le moment
c’est important de mentionner qu’il existe, de plus en plus, la tendance de dire et
d’analyser comme des géosites les éléments culturels tangibles qui caractérisent un
territoire. Cet aspect souligne fortement (encore une fois) le rôle de la géographie
physique dans l’établissement et développement de la culture.
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Sur l’île granitique située dans la baie Mont St-Michel se dresse un complexe
d’édifices monumentaux qui en font l’un des lieux les plus intéressants de la France
septentrionale. Une des caractéristiques les plus singulières du site est le fait qu’en
fonction du rythme des marées hautes et basses, l’île est alternativement isolée ou
reliée { la terre ferme. Il s’agit donc d’un paysage unique, magique et en continuelle
mutation. Voila l’exemple donné par Panizza et Piacente [41] pour une construction
anthropique qui peut être considérée avec succès un géosite grâce au cadre naturel
exceptionnel. C’est un bien culturel dans un contexte géomorphologique complexe. De
même, dans un papier d’Ilies et Josan [20] les sites anthropiques tels que les
monastères ou les mines d’or sont perçus comme des géosites géomorphologiqueanthropiques.
5.

LES

TECHNIQUES

SIG

COMME

DES

OUTILS

D’AIDE

A

LA

REPRESENTATION CARTOGRAPHIQUE DES GEOSITES
Les recherches sur les géomorphosites se sont concentrées principalement sur
leur sélection et leur classification [42]. La plupart des travaux se bornent, pour ce qui
concerne la cartographie, { représenter sur une carte géographique, topographique ou
géologique un symbole indiquant la localisation du géomorphosite étudié.
L’illustration et la description du géomorphosite sont généralement regroupées dans
des commentaires plus ou moins exhaustifs, combinés éventuellement { des
photographies, dans une notice explicative accompagnant la carte. L’échelle de
représentation constitue également un sujet de discussion. La cartographie des
géomorphosites doit offrir la possibilité de produire au choix des cartes index { petite
échelle et des cartes { grande échelle représentant la forme ou l’ensemble des formes
qui constituent le géomorphosite. Finalement sont abordées les potentialités des
Systèmes d’information géographique (SIG), notamment pour l’archivage des
géomorphosites ([43]: 209-210). Les SIG permettent une mise { jour permanente et
facilitent une interaction avec les usagers destinataires des produits cartographiques.
Spécialement dans les derniers décennies, des techniques de cartographie
utiles pour identifier, sélectionner et évaluer des géosites et permettant de stocker
des informations spatiales destinées { un public recherchant des informations sur ces
sites, ont été mises au point.
Les inventaires de géotopes nécessitent l’utilisation de méthodes visant {
limiter au maximum la subjectivité de la personne chargée de le réaliser. Ce besoin
d’objectivité, selon Carton et al est d’autant plus important lorsque plusieurs
personnes participent { l’inventaire en parallèle. Un minimum d’objectivité peut être
atteint en précisant clairement les objectifs de l’évaluation et en définissant une série
[225]
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de critères d’évaluation transparents [7, 44]. Les mêmes auteurs ont proposé une
dualité théorique des cartes des géosites (notamment les géomorphosites), c’est-{dire des cartes pour les spécialistes et des cartes pour les non spécialistes. Dans la
seconde catégorie entrent les cartes géotouristiques qui sont adressées aux touristes,
aux personnes non spécialistes.
6. CONCLUSIONS
Les géosites sont assez complexes et pour les comprendre en profondeur on
doit faire usage de plusieurs champs d’étude comme la géographie physique et
humaine, la paléogéographie, l’histoire, la sociologie, la religion, le management
touristique, l’économie du tourisme. En conséquence, ils offrent au chercheur une
palette large de perspectives [45]:
i.

Ils peuvent nous offrir, par les recherches scientifiques, la posibilité de
connaître quelques processus ou phénomènes géologiques/géomorphologique
qui ont contribué dans la genèse du relief (Figure 3);

ii.

Ils représentent le fondement des activités humaines qui a été utilisé par
l’Homme dans ses activités. Aujourd’hui, la plupart des monuments historiques
et architecturaux sont dus aux conditions physiques et, les deux, fondent le
patrimoine intégré (Figure 4);

iii.

Toujours les géosites ont été des vraies sources d’inspiration artistique, c’est-{dire ils ont contribué aussi { la naissance de l’art qu’elle que soit la musique, la
peinture ou la sculpture (Figure 5);

iv.

Grâce { leur spectaculaire ils sont inclus, notamment dans les derniers cinq
décennies, dans les circuits touristiques. Il y a beaucoup des géosites dans le
monde qui sont de fortes attractions touristiques justement pour leur
caractéristique géologique/géomorphologique ou historique/culturelle (Figure
6).
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Territorial planning that is reflected in ecoturism in the Province of
Córdoba
Dragoș Onea

Territorial planning that is reflected in ecoturism in the Province of
Córdoba. At the local level to search for potential resources could effectively
capitalize. This is in addition to a set of rules that facilitate cooperation with
EU institutions, consulting specialists and rural centers. The agro-ecological
pattern into province of Córdoba became a real and effective alternative to
destructuring the agricultural landscape of the autonomous region of
Andalusia. In the case study Alojamiento Rural Yanem Centro Educatión
Medioambiental

in

ecological

agro-tourism

practices

relating

to

accommodation, food and environmental space are applied using ground and
green building techniques. Constructions are based on bioclimatic and organic
materials are used for this.
Key words: territorial planning, rural community, region, agro-ecological
tourism.
La planificación territorial qué refleja el ecoturismo en la Provincia de
Córdoba. A nivel local busca los recursos potenciales de poder utilizarlos de
manera eficiente. Por esto se suma un conjunto de reglas que faciliten la
cooperación con instituciones de la UE, los expertos y el asesoramiento para
los centros rurales. La agro-ecológicas de provincia Córdoba se ha convertido
en una alternativa real y efectiva a la disolución de la paisaje agrícola de
comunidad autónoma de Andalucía. El estudio de caso Alojamiento Rural
Yanem Centro Educatión Medioambiental en el prácticas agro ecológicas en
relación con el espacio de alojamiento, alimentación y medio ambiente se
aplica en el lugar y el uso de técnicas de construcción ecológica. La
construcción se efectúa sobre la base de bioclimática y de que el uso de
materiales.
Palabras clave: planificación territorial, comunidad rural, comerca, el turismo
agroecológico.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Our study is the subject of field research undertaken in Spain, at the "Leonardo
da Vinci" RO/2002/PL No. 89 055 / E Projecto - "Agro-Tourism Environment" held at
the Academy Córdoba, in the Andalusian city of the same name.
Generic concept of rural tourism "tourist activity conducted in a rural
environment, which provides integrated leisure motivation with the local media
contact in relation to local society" [1] was advanced by Fuentes (2005) and adopted
by several authors ([2]: 27, [4]: 204-205]).
There can be no ecological tourism unless it falls into the equation rural
tourism, rural community traditions and protected areas. Thus, conservation of
natural and cultural heritage of the community are closely related to planning, so the
development and optimization of welfare.
2. METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH
Our study broachs in the spatial context, the implications of public policies and
local community, following aspects of ecotourism in general and specific elements of
rural tourism and agro-tourism, with special regard to the ecological agro-tourism. In
the same vein follow current tourism context in the region, analysis of the legal, local
action plans and administrative frame, stakeholders analysis and implications and not
least socio-economic analysis (to identify new resources, and knowledge of land value
depending on the quality and usefulness, and territory models based on the creation
of management changes all of a sudden)[3].
In addition to the literature study we use interdisciplinary methods: spatial
and non-spatial data collection, dichotomous choice contingent valuation method,
spatial multi-criteria analysis, survey instrument, type of values to be estimated and
field experimental design.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Since the average density of rural population differs significantly from a
country to another OECD (from 1993) use different indicators for rural development
through the delineation of these chasms, such as population density criterion of 150
local inhabitants per square km, and geographic regional areas are grouped according
to the rural population into three groups (predominantly rural, significantly rural and
predominantly urban, holding these weights ranging from less than 50% to under
15%)[4]. The specificity of rural tourism is given by the traditional character, is
organic, is closely related to agriculture and hence rural community.
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Rural environment - Households and ecological farming.
Organic farming is a system of reconciliation and respect for the natural
environment, quality production and a higher return to conventional agriculture. In
this model farms are managed agro-ecological form of joint (cooperative)
representing the dissolution and relocation alternative to agriculture in the area [5].
Size and number of organic producers placed Province Córdoba first in Andalusia with
917 producers (representing the owners of farms, except those working for a family)
on an area of 21,544.7 ha or 34.5% (data provided by Organo the Certification
Autonomico y Control de Andalucia)[5]. In the case of Andalucía this growth can be
attributed to the regional Organic Action Plan which supports the development of
organic agriculture with different measures [6]. In the area of land organic cultivation
from Province of Córdoba prevail olive trees, forest land, dry land with herbaceous,
pasture, or agricultural land (i.e. farming).
In the Province of Córdoba are in association (cooperative) 73 presses for olive
oil production (18.48%) after the province of Jaen (Figure 1).

Cooperatives dynamic variation in the Province of
Córdoba (estimate)

Percentage (%)
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Majority group members, which consists of several boards of management,
associations representing the average (between 10 001 and 50,000 pounds of olives
delivering to the cooperative), which represents 41.72% of the total number of
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members of boards reviewed. Following their importance, small partners/associates,
contributing between 2501 and 10,000 pounds of olives to the cooperative, with
21.21%, the minority, very small partners, contribute up to 2,500 kg of olives [7].
In the same side, farm owners has got are still structural and technical level
problems, occurring at a time imbalances with implications in the ecotourism
activities, motivating increased revenue. Expose here the implications of a model of
compromise between the owners, conducted by Gutiérrez Morales A.C. (Table 1) [8].
Determination of partial models show that members of the organization will not
oppose to participate in a traditional system: to provide what they want, but to be left
alone to do their job. This imaginary does not start formal attitudes, being built by two
very important cultural attitudes in the organization most responsible (lead
organisation) should focus on the purpose of the organization by eliminating internal
barriers and encouraging multidisciplinary and interdependent perspectives.
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Turnover
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<Conflict
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-
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Quoting the del Campo Tejedor, Navarro Luna (2001, P. 110): "in terms of
organization, these associated groups seize the economic association model in which
capital-labor ratio has a specific configuration in the sense that workers are also
owners of the enterprise. This has several advantages, some of social parte (increased
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employment and increased employment prospects), and others for economic part
(viability of the project, the competitiveness of production etc.), but, above all, one by
an undoubted territorial significance, as the facts show local association that joins
significance of these processes endogenous of their products, which allows setting
long-term development strategies. With this it can be shown that it can reach viability
activity, promoting competitiveness, diversification into other areas of activity not
only agri-products (crafts, leisure etc.). After all, these enterprises can configure the
system closer to what others have called "multifunctionality of agriculture" (Givord,
2000) and what is ultimately the European rural model" [5].
Rural and farm households are engaged in several activities related or of the
farm in order to diversity their income; for instance, the number of holdings carrying
out non-farm activities is increasing, according to INE (i.e. tourism – accommodation,
recreational activities - in 2005 added 4598 holdings; or processing of agricultural
products – e.g. cheese and wine making - added 15014 holdings)[9].
Territorial Planning and ecotourism - an approach to spatial context.
In addition to European projects (LEADER - Liaisons entre Actions du
Développement de l’Économie Rural, passing principles to local initiative in the
national program PRODER)[10] and socio-economic cohesion funds (FSE, FEDER,
FEOGA) that finance rural infrastructure, are added and consulting enterprises giving
the tourist service providing information, guides or courses (e.g. hotel staff), looking
for such resources and how to develop them (e.g. FIR Consultoria/Centro de
formación).
FIR - Formación e Inovación Rural (“The Center of Rural Educationand
Innovation”) is a firm that has as activities: rural and cultural tourism, rural
development, tourism services and technical projects, which seek local resources and
how to their develop; activity supported by an interdisciplinary team (consisting of
specialists in areas such as: history, agronomy, geography, biologists, engineers,
technicians, project, technicians in tourism, IT, philosophy).
All identified resources (historic buildings, old houses) come to be
rehabilitated and new utility is especially rural tourism. That guide motto is “Here
nothing is lost”. Thus, any ruined building is included in a tourist complex, so all the
villages are rehabilitated and can offer complete tourist packages. After rehabilitation,
the product is auctioned and the buyer provides jobs for locals. Everything is being
monitored, so that people know that something is done.
Red Andaluza de Alojamientos Rurales – R.A.A.R. (Andalusian Rural
Accommodation Network) dealing with smaller accommodation and now has 450
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small rural houses and other types of accommodation (e.g. rural hotels)(Map 1).
Foreign tourists occupy 26% of the market and 74% are for the domestic market
(Polo and Frías, 2010).

RAAR also encourage rural development and conservation tourist destinations
through a variety of means rural development initiative such as workshops and
courses to detect new business opportunities.
The regions (comarcas) of Córdoba Province: Los Pedroches, Alto Guadiato,
Guadalquivir, La Campiña (“Land”), La Subbética; will be brief view studied
individually identifying at regional level effects in the dynamics of ecotourism services.

D. ONEA
Los Pedroches region (Map 2) [11], in northern province, with characteristic
rural landscape, with "non-irrigated grain fields and pastures extensive" (Molinero
and Alario, 1994) with a highly specialized technical agrarian, with serious structural
problems at plot size and level mining and demographic (aging population due to
migration), integrates seventeen communal councils (Añora, Belalcazar, Dos Torres,
Pozoblanco, Pedroche, Villanueva de Cordoba, Fuente La Lancha, Alcaracejos, Santa
Eufemia, El Guijo, Torrecampo, Conquista, Hinojosa del Duque, El Viso, Cardeña,
Villanueva del Duque, Villaralto), formed in 1993 in Mancomunidad de municipios de
Los Pedroches (Los Pedroches Community)[2, 5].

Protection and development of the region were established non-guverment
organizations such as the Asociacion para el Desarollo de Los Pedroches (Los
Pedroches Development Association ), Mancomunidad de Los Pedroches, Grupo de
Acction Local (Group of Local Acction). At the same purpose is achieved by various
institutions, European - funded projects related to agriculture and rural development;
one of these institutions are C.I.F.A.
C.I.F.A. – Centro de Investigatión y Formación Agraria (The Centre of
Agricultural Investigation and Education) located in Hinojosa del Duque, use human
and technical support of several institutions: Territorial Unit of Employment, Local
Development and Technology, School of Business, Chamber of Commerce in Córdoba,
Andalusian Employment Service.
[239]
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In the southern province, region La Campiña, distinguish the ecological
enterprise Almazara “Nuñez de Prado” (Olive Oil Mill “Nuñez de Prado”) from Baena
(Map 3). There are 100,000 olive trees, which results products organically in higher
quality (organic olive oil enterprise makes a liter of olive oil from 11 kg olives). Granja
Escuela “Fuente Redonda” (Educational Farm “Fuente Redonda”) teaches children
(between 5 to 14 years) of rural life; there are 5 classes and 12 children are assigned a
teacher. One important thing is that young children are taught to recycle paper.
In the southern end of the province, La Subbetica region, Zuheros village
known for its history (Islamic castle ruins, the Museum of Archaeology - Iglesia de los
Remedios, a former mosque) but also for local cheese produced in a factory by organic
processes (such as cheese with pepper varieties or wood ash) make a distinct mark
(Map 4). To this, add a wide range of locally produced products (wine, olive oil, honey,
etc.)[12].

As regards Natural Reserve Sierra Subbética there are high areas and slopes,
altitudes and streight valleys: Los Hoyones, Lapiaz de los Lanchares, la Nava, la Sima
de Cabra, the Sierra de la Horconera, the Sierra of Rute, Vueva de los Murcielagos (Bat
Cave) at 4 km to Zuheros, or the source of Hoz River [13].
Accommodation opportunities Zuheros at Apartamentos de Turismo Rural.
It goes without saying that “one of ecotourism’s greatest contributions to
conservation is the degree to which it can shift community activities from the
<threats> category to that of <opportunities>”, as said Drumm and Moore [14].
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Agro-ecological environment – case study: rural house Yanem (Alojamiento
Rural Yanem Centro Educatión Medioambiental)
In addition to the educational infrastructure in place while serves as the
traditions and biodiversity recovery center in the region, in terms of respect for the
environment. Are used green building materials as: earth, stone (andesite), hemp and
cork for insulation.
The soil, with low nutrients, acidic pH (below 5.8), the degree of saturation and
hummus containing low (less than 1.8) with frail structure and texture. This leads to
technical work as more specific maintenance such as digging, grinding, shaping,
improving, weeding (to destroy consuming nutrients weeds that shadows and
prevents normal development of crops), covering the soil with straw, for maintaining
a normal degree of soil moisture level.
To improve productivity and culture shall be the best crop rotation (e.g.: preplant tomato crop is clover, used as animal feed and to improve soil reaction,
structure, texture and content of hummus, clover is a nitrogen fixing plant).
In the maintenance of fruit trees is done to clean the stem (the grubs of insects)
and whitewashed. Whitewashed solution composed of natural substances, consists of:
milk powder, clay and propolis. Milk powder acts as a glue, clay has a role in
protecting and ensuring the necessary bark mineral, which has the role of fungicide
and insecticide, and antibacterial propolis acts, fungicide and is also used to combat
insects. The solution for the whitewashed, made up of nutrients is called
“embadurnar” (“staining”).
4. CONCLUSIONS
Rural environment proffers an alternative leisure and are based on several
factors that lead to providing complete tourism services. This is where local
communities intercede with European financial institutions that finance rural
infrastructure, thus fetching information and training for research and development
sites.
Problems in rural spaces in the matter of agriculture structural level in some
places trying to be improved by new policies implemented at the local level and
facilitates ecologic alternative complex services, so a solid infrastructure of
ecotourism.
As regards agro-ecological association pattern, as an alternative to dissolution
involves among other things, increase development and inhabitants income; but on
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the other side associations can adhere to compromise and thus the alienation
stackholders reform (Figure 2).
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Use of land located within Eşelniţa drainage basin
Daniela Vlad
Use of land located within Eşelniţa drainage basin. Developed on the south-eastern
side of Almãjului Mountains, Eşelniţa drainage basin neighbours upon the following
basins: upon S – SV with Mala, upon SV - V with Mraconia, upon V - NV with Berzasca,
upon NV - NNE with Nera and on the NNE – SE direction with Cerna. The basin has a
surface of 77 km2 and present a 5th degree hydrographic network according to HortonStrahler ranking system, tributary to Danube by means of Eşelniţa main collector. Among
surfaces belonging to various categories of use of land located within Eselnita drainage
basin, there may be noticed the high share of forest and secondary grazing lands,
although the latter have a smaller surface in comparison to the first ones. Therefore, the
types of use of land located within the drainage basin are distinguished by the high share
of surfaces of forests to the detriment of predominant agricultural land proven by using
of some quantitative indexes defining the character of the Eselnita drainage basin as
belonging to forestry type. Also the impact of human activities and number of inhabitants
do not have a very damaging influence on the land corresponding to the basin, therefore
it has a naturality index indicating an ecological equilibrium closed to the natural one.
Key words: Eşelniţa, utilization, quantitative indicators, artificial, human pressure
Utilizarea terenurilor in bazinul hidrografic Eșelniţa. Bazinul Eşelniţa se desfaşoară
în cuprinsul versantului sud-estic al Munţilor Almăjului, fiind încadrat de următoarele
bazine: la S – SV de Mala, la SV - V de Mraconia, la V - NV de Berzasca, la V - NNE de Nera
şi pe direcţia NNE – SE de Cerna. Bazinul Eşelniţa îşi adună apele de pe o suprafaţă de
recepţie de 77 km² prin colectorul principal omonim care izvorăşte din Munţii Almăjului,
de sub vârful Svinecea Mare, la o altitudine de 1080 m. Conform sistemului de ierarhizare
Horton – Strahler, ordinul bazinului Eşelniţa este de 5, prezentând o reţea hidrografică
tributară Dunării prin colectorul principal cu acelaşi nume. Dintre suprafeţele aparţinând
diverselor categorii de utilizare a terenurilor din bazinul Eşelniţa, se remarcă ponderea
mare deţinută de păduri şi de păşunile secundare cu toate că acestea din urmă prezintă o
suprafaţa mult mai redusă comparativ cu primele, se impun ca desfaşurare faţa de
celelalte suprafeţe. Astfel, tipurile de utilizare a terenurilor din bazin se disting prin
ponderea mare a suprafeţelor ocupate de pădure în detrimentul celor predominant
agricole, fapt demonstrat prin aplicarea unor indici cantitativi care definesc caracterul
bazinului Eşelniţa ca fiind de tip forestier. De asemenea, impactul activităţilor antropice
sau numărul de locuitori nu prezintă o influenţa foarte dăunătoare asupra teritoriului
aferent bazinului, drept pentru care acesta prezintă un indice de naturalitate cu un
echilibru ecologic apropiat de cel natural.
Cuvinte cheie : Eșelnița, utilizarea terenurilor, indicatori cantitativi, presiune umană
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1. GENERAL ASPECTS
Eşelniţa drainage basin ( Figure 1) collects its water from a reception area of
77 square km by means of omonymous main collector arising from Almãjului
Mountains, below Svinecea Mare peak, at an altitude of 1080 m. After the length of a
main water course of 26 km, within the inferior segment, at the confluence of Eşelniţa
river with Danube, there is a gulf where in accumulation processes act as a result of
increasing of basis level. The change of the initial basis level has occurred as a result of
forming the Iron Gates storage lakes, so that the altitude of the river mouth of Eşelniţa
river is 64 m, in accordance with the normal level of lake’s retention.

As a result of mechanical treatment of water within hydro-electric plant, the
altitude from the river mouth of Eşelniţa river, may vary, although in general is lies
between 63 – 68 m. The basin present a 5th degree hydrographic network according to
Horton-Strahler ranking system, tributary to Danube by means of Eşelniţa main
collector. Developed

under a mountain relief, the basin presents a multistage

arrangement between the maximum altitude of 1107 m and the minimal altitude of 64
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m, at the confluence with Danube, therefore having a level difference of 1043 m. The
value of the level difference between the spring, located at 1080 m and the river
mouth located at 64 m, is 1016 m. The geological components within Eşelniţa basin
belong to Danube Field, having a crystalline bed consisting in crystalline schist
represented by crystalline of Poiana Mraconiei, crystalline of Neamţu and crystalline
of Corbu, eruptive rocks represented by two granitoidic massifs with intrusive
character, inferior Paleozoic age: granite body of Cherbelezu having a northern
development within the basin and granite body of Ogradena [1]. The sedimentation
formations arranged on the crystalline bed do not cover a major surface, as in the
north-western area of the basin there may be found formations belonging to inferior
Jurassic (conglomerates, sandstones, argillaceous schist and coals) and in southern
area of the basin there are major sedimentary deposits belonging to Neogene (marl,
gravel, organogene limestone) and Quaternary (gravel and sands).
2. DATA AND METHODS
The identification of various categories of use of land located within Eşelniţa
drainage basin has been made on the basis of data collected from European
Environment Agency by accessing Corine Land Cover representing a set of reference
European data for the way of covering the land. Therefore, there have been used data
collected from Corine Land Cover, upon the level of year 2006, as they are the most
recent data accessible to public. In this way, there was possible the identification of
surfaces differently used, the comparison of the taken over data with the field
collected data and the evaluation of the human impact or human pressure on the
natural territory within the drainage basin by using some quantitative indexes.
3. LAND USE
The categories of using the land located within Eşelniţa drainage basin (Figure
2) are characterized by high share of surfaces of forests to the detriment of
predominant agricultural land (Figure 3). Therefore, within Eşelniţa drainage basin,
the surface of forestry land is 6975.69 hectares, a major part being covered by
deciduous forests (lime, chestnut, oak, hornbeam, beech) and sporadically it may be
covered by coniferous forests (spruce, fir) only at altitudes starting from 600 m up to
1107 m, the maximum altitude within the drainage basin and in case of surfaces
belonging to predominant agricultural land with natural vegetation, their surface is
only 158.81 hectares.
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The share of the two surfaces as well as of the other categories of use of land
located within Eşelniţa drainage basin may be seen in Table 1:

Land use categories

Surface ( hectares )

The share of ( % )

Forest land ( mainly broad -

6975.69

90.99 %

Pastures

331.41

4.32 %

Land principally occupied by

158.81

2.07 %

Natural grasslands

60.04

0.78 %

Transitional woodland - shrub

55.25

0.72 %

Rural area ( built - up )

85.36

1.11 %

leaved forest )

agriculture, with significant
areas of natural vegetation

Because of human pressure, the evaluation of land artificialization degree
within Eşelniţa drainage basin may be made only by suing some formulas with
quantitative indexes using data regarding the use of land and the population located
within analyzed area. One of these indexes is the Naturality index In = Sp /
St, representing the ratio between the surface covered by forests ( Sp ) and the total
surface ( St ) of analyzed space.
In case of Eşelniţa drainage basin, upon the level of year 2006, the naturality
index for establishing the share of land covered by forests within analyzed territory
results from using the formula: In = Sp/St = 6975.69 hectares / 77 sq. km = 69.75 sq.
km / 77 sq. km = 0.9 kmp. So, the value is 0.9 sq. km providing the basin with the
character of landscape with ecological equilibrium closed to the natural one (Table 2).

The index value of naturality
>0.6

Type of landscape
With ecological equilibrium close to the natural
one

0.45 – 0.6

With relatively stable ecological equilibrium

0.3 – 0.45

With weak ecological equilibrium damaged

0.3 – 0. 2

Landscape at the threshold of ecological
equilibrium

0.2 – 0.1

With strong ecological equilibrium damaged

<0.1

With very strong ecological equilibrium affected
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The value resulted from using this formula is confirmed by predominant large
surface covered with forests within the basin, with the approximately partial
exception of inferior sector having predominantly agricultural surfaces identified
closed to Eşelniţa locality.
Another index proving the intensity of human impact on an analyzed surfaces
is the Human pressure ( P ) which may be established by using the following formula: P
= S/N [4], representing the ratio between the surface of the respective mode of using
the land ( S ) and the number of inhabitants living within analyzed surface ( P ).
The use of this formula for establishing the human impact on the forest land
indicates a small value of 2.7 hectares / inhabitants, therefore a human pressure
without major changes on territory located within Eşelniţa drainage basin: P = S/N =
6975.69 hectares / 3069 inhabitants = 2.27 hectares / inhabitants (for woodlands).
The evaluation of human pressure on predominantly agricultural land located within
Eselnita drainage basin may be also established using the same formula: P = S/N =
158.81 hectares / 3069 inhabitants =

0.05 hectares / inhabitants ( land

predominantly agricultural). The comparative situation regarding the share of
predominantly agricultural land located within the southern part of basin and forest
land indicates the dominating forest character of Eşelniţa drainage basin. For
evaluating the environment transformation degree of the land located within the
basin, there is used the Environmental transformation index [5], resulting from the
ratio between the total surface covered by forest land together with natural grazing
lands and the built in surface, in this case being rural (built in) space of Eşelniţa
locality.

According to the calculation formula of this index I tr.e. = S ( Woodland +

meadows ) / S ( built area ) which in case of Eşelniţa basin is applied as follows: I tr. e.
= 7035.73 / 85.36 = 82.42 hectares. The obtained value indicates the high share of land
covered by forests and natural grazing lands in relation with the built in surface of the
singular locality located within the basin and implicitly a reduced transformation of
the territory within Eşelniţa basin.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Within Eşelniţa basin having surfaces with various categories of use of land,
there is noticed the high share of forest land with predominant deciduous forests in
relation with the surface of the basin or with the surface held by rural (built in) space
of the singular locality located within the basin, establishes a reduced impact on
natural environment. Also in case of the other calculated indexes regarding the impact
of inhabitants of environmental transformation on the geographic environment
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within the basin, there are not established any major and damaging interventions.
Under these conditions, there may be asserted that Eşelniţa basin has a predominant
forest character.
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L’importance des projets paysagers d’aménagement dans le changement de la
perception sur les paysages périphériques. Etude de cas : Parcul Tineretului (Le
Parc de la Jeunesse) de Craiova
Antoaneta-Carina Popescu
The importance of landscape design projects in changing the perception on
peripheral areas. Study case: The Youth Park from Craiova city. Towns and
cities change over time, and this process of change is inevitable because the
political, economic and social systems of a community constantly generate new
demands, that trigger urban development. This urban progress has to take into
consideration not only the socio-economic development of the areas considered,
but also the quality of life and most importantly, the aesthetics of residential areas,
green areas, leisure and recreation areas, that exist in any city. Having as starting
point the actual case of the Youth Park from Craiova, our attempt is to analyse the
evolution and the transformations underwent by this park, during the decades as
well as the surrounding area. Therefore, we shell discuss the importance of
landscape planning projects which subordinate to public actors’ decisions and
meet the European requirements of urban regeneration.
Key words: landscape design project, urban remodelling, outskirts, perception,
Craiova
Proiectele de amenajare peisageră și rolul lor în schimbarea percepției
zonelor periferice. Studiu de caz: Parcul Tineretului din Municipiul Craiova.
Evoluția orașelor în timp este un proces inevitabil deoarece schimbările de natură
politică, economică și socială ale unei comunități umane generează noi cerințe, ce
angrenează dezvoltarea urbană. Acest proces de dezvoltare urbană nu trebuie să
urmărească doar dezvoltarea socio-economică a zonelor în cauză, ci să se preocupe,
în același timp, de calitatea vieții urbane și în special de estetica zonelor de locuire,
a zonelor verzi, a locurilor de agrement și recreere existente în orice oraș. Pornind
de la cazul concret al Parcului Tineretului din Municipiul Craiova, lucrarea de față
își propune analiza evoluției transformărilor suferite de acest parc de-a lungul
timpului, precum și a zonei înconjurătoare, aducând în discuție rolul proiectelor de
amenajare peisageră subordonate politicilor decizionale ale actorilor publici, în
deplin acord cu actuala tendință menifestată la nivel european de regenerare
urbană.
Cuvinte cheie: proiect de amenajare peisagistică, remodelare urbană, periferie,
percepție, Craiova
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1. INTRODUCTION
Le développement urbain change les paysages. Cette assertion simple est une
constatation valable pour toute ville du monde qui connait un processus
d’accroissement économique et démographique. Pour que la ville se développe, elle a
besoin de s’étendre soit horizontalement dans l’espace environnant, soit
verticalement. L’extension dans l’espace environnant est l’option la plus simple et
considérée comme la moins chère (compte tenu du prix de l’immobilier), mais c’est
aussi l’option qui produit le changement le plus visible dans le paysage.
Ce changement de paysage est représenté par les quartiers qui apparaissent
aux alentours de la ville comme des apex. Ils se développent autour d’un noyau
attractif, représenté comme dans le cas des périphéries de la ville de Craiova, soit par
une grande surface, soit par un parc logistique, ou par un élément du cadre naturel
(lac, forêt, parc).
Les modifications que nous avons observées dans le paysage périurbain de la
ville de Craiova ont suscité notre intérêt sur le rôle que l’aménagement urbain devrait
avoir dans la création des nouveaux paysages. Ainsi, nous sommes parties de la notion
de paysage pour arriver { la notion de périphérie. Notre démarche a eu comme but
d’intégrer le projet paysager d’aménagement dans les stratégies de développement
des villes et d’essayer d’aborder la ville comme ville-paysage [1], ce qui implique de
repenser la ville par l’intermédiaire du paysage et de s’approcher du concept de citéjardin.
Le projet paysager d’aménagement que nous avons choisi est un parc-urbain
situé dans la périphérie occidentale de la ville de Craiova (Figure 3). C’est une zone
très riche du point de vue des éléments naturels, mais perçue comme peu sûre par les
habitants de la ville, { cause de la population tzigane, majoritaire dans cette partie de
la ville. Pourtant, le parc en soi peut être considéré un vrai succès du point de vue de
l’aménagement paysager, fréquenté surtout par les gens possédant une voiture (il se
situe { 4 km du centre-ville), { la recherche d’un endroit tranquille, vert, où,
contrairement { ce qu’on pourrait s’attendre, on ne rencontre pas de Tziganes.
Les problèmes auxquels le parc est confronté sont en général les problèmes de
la périphérie où se trouve le parc (services de mauvaise qualité, peu de moyens
d’accès, stigmatisation des Tziganes). Ainsi, il est impossible d’envisager son
développement sans prendre en compte la réhabilitation de son environnement. C’est
dans cette logique que nous avons analysé le projet paysager d’aménagement, comme
une possibilité de revitalisation de la périphérie envisagée et comme un outil
d’amélioration de la qualité de vie des riverains de la zone étudiée et de la ville de
Craiova en général.
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Concepts et définitions
Le paysage touche d’une manière importante beaucoup de domaines tels que la
culture, l’environnement, la sociologie, l’écologie, etc. Il constitue une ressource
favorable pour l’activité humaine en général et il met en valeur le cadre de vie des
populations. Ainsi, le paysage devient une partie importante de la qualité de vie des
hommes. Il doit donc être pris en compte dans les politiques d’aménagement du
territoire, d’urbanisme, de tourisme, etc.
Conformément aux définitions figurant dans les Actes de la Convention
Européenne du Paysage (Florence, 20 octobre 2000), { laquelle la Roumanie a adhéré
en 2002 :
-

le «paysage » désigne une partie du territoire telle que perçue par les
populations, dont le caractère résulte de l’action de facteurs naturels et/ou
humains et de leurs interrelations;

-

la «politique du paysage» désigne la formulation par les autorités publiques
compétentes des principes généraux, des stratégies et des orientations
permettant l’adoption de mesures particulières en vue de la protection, la
gestion et l’aménagement du paysage ;

-

«l’aménagement des paysages» comprend les actions présentant un caractère
prospectif particulièrement affirmé visant la mise en valeur, la restauration ou
la création de paysages [2].
Le projet paysager d’aménagement constitue non seulement un instrument

conceptuel de recherche, mais aussi un outil opérationnel { prendre en compte dans le
cas de la périphérie urbaine. En effet c’est dans cet espace que se produit la
confrontation maximale entre les valeurs paysagères naturelles, semi-rurales et
urbaines. En tant qu’instrument opérationnel, le projet paysager se situe au carrefour
des déterminations fonctionnelles de l’espace, et des prises de décision des acteurs
impliqués, qui par les instruments du pouvoir, adoptent des stratégies économiques et
sociales. Il en résulte un équilibre précaire, auquel le projet paysager d’aménagement
se propose de trouver des solutions techniques, fonctionnelles et économiques [3].
Alexandre Chemetoff [3] considère le projet paysager comme une autre
manière de faire de l’urbanisme et de l’aménagement du territoire. Cela veut dire qu’il
faut penser l’ensemble dans sa dimension patrimoniale et géographique. Le paysage
étant l’expression de la mémoire vive des histoires qui l’ont modelé. En même temps,
le paysage est vu comme le théâtre des opérations urbaines, auxquelles les habitants,
les investisseurs et les autorités participent ensemble.
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Dans le cadre des multiples théories qui s’attachent au projet paysager, il est
important de mentionner celles qui soutiennent les identités collectives. Les sites
entrent en relation les uns avec les autres, dans une succession d’espaces bâtis et
d’espaces vides, qui reflètent l’importance du paysage dans son ensemble, non
seulement comme espace public, mais aussi comme support d’une territorialité, liée {
la « responsabilité patrimoniale » de l’espace [4].
De même, dans le cadre de la pratique professionnelle, le projet paysager
prend le rôle d’une renaissance urbaine. Il se détache des conditions réductrices de
nature administrative ou économique, qui en font un simple instrument de mise en
place des projets et non un instrument d’innovations.
Fonctionnement
Le schéma triangulaire (Figure 1) exprime la capacité du projet paysager
d’initialiser une communication entre le besoin social de paysage et la configuration
spatiale et fonctionnelle du territoire [3]. Le plus souvent, dans le cadre du projet
urbain ce besoin social est ignoré, l’initiative du projet urbain étant la suite des
pressions des agents économiques. De l’autre côté, le projet paysager est un
instrument qui passe de la main du paysagiste { la main de l’homme politique; le
projet paysager fait partie de l’ensemble des stratégies urbaines, des plans, des
politiques et des mesures prises au niveau de la ville.
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Finalement, la communication entre les structures sociales et politiques signifie
que le projet paysager peut agir dans le cadre de l’espace public du paysage, en accord
avec les principes stipulés dans la Convention Européenne du Paysage.
2. METHODE ET OUTILS DE TRAVAIL
En général, la méthode de travail que nous abordons est basée sur l’analyse des
étapes nécessaires { l’élaboration d’un projet paysager d’aménagement. Notre but est
de présenter la méthodologie et les étapes { suivre dans le cadre de la réalisation du
projet concernant l’aménagement du Parc de la Jeunesse de Craiova. Ces étapes sont :
délimitation de la zone d’étude, lecture du paysage, analyse de l’évolution historique,
analyse du paysage de la périphérie, évaluation (diagnostique) de la zone étudiée,
vision stratégique d’intervention dans le paysage, élaboration du plan d’intervention,
implémentation et suivi.
Notre recherche se base principalement sur des méthodes qualitatives et sur
l’observation des phénomènes sur le terrain.
Toute démarche paysagère part de l’analyse des dynamiques fonctionnelles du
paysage et des perceptions des problèmes paysagers. Les orthophotoplans semblent
les plus adéquats pour représenter les évolutions de la taille des parcelles, l’extension
des zones urbanisées, la régression des forêts, etc. Ils sont dérivés de vues aériennes,
mais ne donnent pas d’informations sur la façon dont les paysages sont perçus au sol.
C’est pourquoi l’observation photographique est un outil complémentaire aux vues
aériennes indispensable pour permettre une meilleure appréciation de l’évolution des
dynamiques paysagères d’un point de vue qualitatif.
3. RESULTATS ET DISCUSSIONS
La revitalisation paysagère des périphéries urbaines
Si les mots « urbanisme » et « aménagement du territoire » font penser au
zonage, fonctionnalités, encadrement, règlements, normes, orientations, échelle,
indices d’occupation du sol, le mot « paysage », par contre, fait penser { l’histoire des
lieux, { la culture, { l’identité et { la spécificité de l’endroit observé.
Les interventions dans le milieu géographique analysé prennent deux
directions qui s’opposent : d’une part, une planification économique en vue du
progrès et, d’autre part, une évolution qualitative de l’aménagement esthétique [3].
La croissance urbaine, en tant que processus d’urbanisme et d’aménagement
du territoire doit être envisagée comme une opportunité pour remettre en discussion
les valeurs du paysage urbain. Pour retrouver et rétablir les valeurs du paysage
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urbain il faut commencer par la juste évaluation de l’impact que la croissance urbaine
a sur le paysage. Pour ce faire, il est possible de déceler les degrés de la conquête
urbaine des territoires entourant la ville : d’abord une insertion neutre dans le
paysage préexistant, ensuite la valorisation des qualités du paysage, et finalement
l’impact négatif, l’exploitation et la destruction du paysage naturel. En analysant les
degrés de modification du paysage, impacté par la croissance urbaine, il est possible
de distinguer les actions { entreprendre pour le revaloriser. Ces actions, en fonction
du degré d’affectation du paysage, sont : l’amélioration du paysage, la rénovation, la
réhabilitation, la restauration, le recyclage, la revitalisation et la restructuration. Dans
tous les cas, la démarche suppose l’interprétation des qualités et des valeurs
existantes et l’implémentation des projets qui prennent en considération les attentes
de la population riveraine. Ainsi, le but des projets paysagers d’aménagement est
d’améliorer les conditions de vie par des mesures réglementant l’occupation du sol, le
choix des fonctions de la zone, la reconversion de certains endroits, la circulation etc.
Aussi, la revitalisation ponctuelle d’un espace doit-elle se rapporter { la macro-zone et
{ la ville dans son ensemble, donc { une logique intégratrice [3].
Contexte géographique et découpages
La ville de Craiova se situe au contact des prolongements méridionaux du
Piedmont Gétique et de la limite septentrionale de la Plaine Roumaine. Craiova se
trouve dans la vallée de la Jiu, délimitée a l’ouest pas la Plaine de Bălăcița et { l’est par
le Piedmont de l’Olteț, entre la confluence des rivières Amaradia (au nord) et la
Preajba (au sud). La superficie de la municipalité de Craiova est d’environ 150-160
km2. Son territoire administratif comprend les localités de Făcăi, Popoveni, Mofleni,
Rovine, Izvorul Rece et Șimnicu de Jos (Figure 2).
La ville de Craiova s’est développée sur les alluvions de la Jiu. La ville occupe
les terrasses de la rive gauche de la Jiu. Dans son ensemble, Craiova se trouve dans un
couloir bien délimité par des formes de relief allant de 70-75 m au niveau de la plaine
alluviale { 140-150 m au niveau des terrasses. La ville est délimitée par différentes
collines : { l’ouest Dealul Bucovăț (165 m), Dealul Cârligei (16 0m) et Dealul Mare
(150,5 m), et { l’est Dealul Viilor (209,5 m), Dealul Mestecăniș (203,5 m) et Dealul
Cârcea (191,5 m) [5].
La zone d’étude se situe dans la partie occidentale de la ville de Craiova (Figure
2). La zone étudiée est constituée du quartier de Fața Luncii et de la localité de Mofleni
(connue comme étant l’ancien village de Bucovățul Vechi, annexé { la ville). La zone
d’étude est délimitée par les rues Babadag au nord, Banu Stepan au sud, la plaine
alluviale du Jiu { l’ouest et par le rond-point Ciupercă { l’est.
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L’aire que nous avons délimitée comme zone d’étude (Figure 3) contient une
partie de la zone centrale, une partie de la première couronne – la banlieue – et une
partie de la deuxième couronne, l’espace périurbain. Il s’agit d’une véritable interface
entre espace rural, espace naturel, représenté par la plaine alluviale de la Jiu et espace
urbain, constitué de la ville de Craiova. Nous avons suivi l’espace résidentiel et sa
progression spatio-temporelle, du plus ancien dans la zone centrale, au plus récent
dans la banlieue.

La lecture du paysage
En se rapportant au contexte macro-paysager, nous avons délimité la zone
analysée en trois sous-zones distinctes, du point de vue de la hauteur des bâtiments,
du type d’habitat, de l’indice d’occupation du sol, et de l’infrastructure existante. La
première sous-zone appartient { ce qu’on appelle la zone centrale de la ville, la
suivante appartient { la banlieue et la troisième appartient { l’espace périurbain
(Figure 4).
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L’évolution historique du paysage étudié
Au Moyen Age ce territoire était occupé par de vastes forêts, où les boyards de
l’Olténie organisaient des chasses.
À partir de la seconde moitié du XIXème siècle, la forêt fut gérée par l’Etat.
En 1879, l’ingénieur F. S. Krzesevchi cartographia pour la première fois la
région. Localisée dans une zone maraîchère, le site fera l’objet de travaux
d’assainissement afin de diminuer les impacts négatifs de ces zones humides sur la
population urbaine [6].
Au début du XXème siècle, le maire de la ville, Nicolae Romanescu commença
une vraie régénération urbaine de la cité. Il a invité l’architecte paysager français E.
Redont { concevoir un grand parc pour Craiova. E. Redont aménagea deux grands
parcs : le parc Bibesco (qui s’appelle N. Romanescu aujourd’hui) et le parc de la plaine
alluviale du Jiu (qui s’appelle le Parc de la Jeunesse), le premier situé dans la partie
sud-est de la ville et l’autre, dans la partie sud-ouest.
Durant la période 1935-1936 le parc de la plaine alluviale du Jiu est déj{
aménagé, se singularisant par la construction d’une grande piscine. Après 1950, suite
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{ la croissance urbaine, ce parc devient un endroit populaire pour de nombreux
riverains qui viennent pendant l’été jouir de la fraîcheur de la forêt et de la piscine. La
zone se développe, un terrain de camping est aménagée, un restaurant, des
guinguettes et des aires de jeux pour les enfants. De 1990 { 2005 la zone de la plaine
alluviale du Jiu, le parc y compris, est délaissée, la population tzigane s’y installe, y
jetant les bases d’un quartier { fort caractère ethnique, ce qui décidera les autres
habitants de Craiova { éviter cet endroit. Conséquence prévisible, le parc et les
aménagements pour les loisirs, faute de maintenance, se dégradent.
C’est seulement en 2006 que l’administration locale s’intéresse de nouveau {
cette zone. La municipalité y démarre un projet de relance de la zone, afin qu’elle
redevienne attractive et fréquentée. Ainsi, le projet paysager d’aménagement du Parc
de la Jeunesse (Figure 5), nouveau pôle de loisir pour la ville de Craiova, commence {
prendre forme. En 2009 a lieu l’inauguration du Parc de la Jeunesse.

L’analyse du paysage de la périphérie
La périphérie que nous analysons (Figure 6) et qui entoure le parc est formée
de quartiers { fort caractère ethnique, déterminant les spécificités de l’habitat. D’un
côté, il est possible d’observer un habitat pauvre et insalubre, des taudis de type
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bidonvilles, dans le quartier Mofleni, { proximité des décharges publiques. D’un autre
côté, se trouvent les somptueuses résidences des tziganes aisés, bordant la rue
pénétrant la ville du côté occidental (le boulevard Știrbei Vodă).
Entre cette polarisation spatiale de la richesse, se trouve également une
catégorie intermédiaire, un habitat semi-rural, formé de maisons sans étage, { 2 ou 3
pièces, possédant des dépendances pour les animaux, des terres agricoles alentours et
un réseau viaire de sentiers en terre battue ou pavée dans le meilleur des cas.

L’évaluation de l’impact de la croissance urbaine sur le paysage
La croissance urbaine provoque des modifications dans les zones adjacentes {
la ville. Comme ces phénomènes sont perceptibles dans le paysage, il est possible
d’observer l’avancée du front de la périphérie vers la rivière de Jiu.
Dans le paysage, nous pouvons identifier la succession de plusieurs types de
périphérie, en commençant par la banlieue, la périphérie proche et la périphérie
lointaine, { caractère plutôt rural. On peut donc s’interroger sur l’extension
incontrôlée de l’espace périurbain, de son impact sur la qualité de l’habitat et sur la
perspective d’aménagement futur, planifié dans cette zone.
Diagnostic
Pour être capable de formuler une stratégie d’intervention dans le paysage,
l’élaboration d’un diagnostic (Tableau 1) de la région est indispensable. Il faut voire
cette étape et l’élaboration du schéma SWOT comme un outil qui déterminera ensuite
les axes stratégiques d’intervention dans l’espace.
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La vision stratégique d’intervention dans le paysage
Le but du projet est d’intégrer la zone étudiée dans un axe vert métropolitain
qui inclura également la Jiu. Le parc sera un point majeur de cet axe, un pôle de
développement { l’ouest de la ville. De plus, le projet paysager d’aménagement vise
l’amélioration matérielle et sociale des quartiers Hanul Roșu et Bucovăț, des quartiers
de nos jours défavorisés. Pour ces zones déj{ construites, le projet prévoit la création
de rideaux de protection, tout en gardant ouvertes les voies de communication et
permettant ainsi les échanges entre les espaces résidentiels et le parc. De même,
l’interconnexion de cette zone avec l’ensemble de la ville vise la diminution de la
ségrégation, de l’enclavement de la zone et de la stigmatisation des populations
riveraines.
4. CONCLUSIONS
Du point de vue

la

de l’aménagement paysager, le projet paysager

d’aménagement du Parc de la Jeunesse a été un vrai succès. La transformation
esthétique de l’ancien taillis de la plaine alluviale de la Jiu est remarquable. Les
équipements du parc incluent des infrastructures pour la promenade, pour la pratique
du sport, pour les jeux d’enfants, ou pour organiser des événements socioculturels
dans le parc. Mais, en ce qui concerne la revitalisation de la périphérie avoisinante,
l’objectif prévu dans le plan urbain d’intervention n’a pas été atteint. L’impact que le
parc aurait dû avoir et l’attraction qu’il aurait dû exercer sur les investisseurs et sur
les habitants de la ville de Craiova, n’a pas eu lieu. Même s’il est possible d’observer
une amélioration dans la perception des habitants sur le parc, comme zone de loisirs
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et d’agrément, après la réalisation du projet paysager d’aménagement du Parc de la
Jeunesse, nous sommes loin de la vision de développement désirée par la municipalité
pour cette zone. D’un côté, le parc n’a pas la force d’attraction nécessaire sur les
investisseurs et d’un autre côté, il ne propose pas de fonctions de production de biens
ou de services. Il peut améliorer la qualité de vie des habitants de la ville, mais il ne
produit pas de richesses redistribuables dans la communauté riveraine. De ce fait, il
est nécessaire que le projet paysager d’aménagement soit associé { un projet de
développement économique, afin que l’intervention dans la zone et son
développement soient efficaces.
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Exploring the objective and subjective dimensions of urban life
quality on Regie Boulevard and surrounding streets.
Silvia Gabriela Ghioca

L'étude des dimensions objectives et subjectives de la qualité de vie
urbaine sur le boulevard Régie et les rues avoisinantes. Cette étude
analyse la qualité des logements sur Regie avenue et les rues environnantes.
L'analyse se concentre principalement sur le campus. Situé dans le district
6, le campus est l'un des plus anciens de Bucarest, mais aussi l'un des plus
populaires en raison de facilités offertes. Pour une meilleure perception de
la qualité du logement, il y a été appliqué un questionnaire qui a révélé des
aspects positifs et négatifs de cet environnement, dans l'opinion d'habitants.
Ainsi, le campus d’étudiants Regie est un repère pour Bucarest, en raison de
sa bonne accessibilité et les caractéristiques de l'intérieur qui attire des
étudiants.
Mots-clés: qualité de vie, urbain, paysage urbain, de l'Administration
Avenue.
Explorarea dimensiunilor calităţii vieţii urbane obiective şi subiective
pe Bulevardul Regiei şi străzile înconjurătoare. Acest studiu analizează
calitatea locuirii de pe Bulevardul Regiei precum și de pe străzile
înconjurătoare. Analiza se concentrează mai ales asupra campusului
studențesc Regie. Situat în sectorul 6, campusul este unul din cele mai vechi
din București, dar și unul dintre cele mai apreciate ca urmare a facilităților
oferite. Pentru o mai bună percepere a calității locuirii, a fost aplicat un
chestionar ce a scos în evidență aspectele pozitive și negative ale acestui
mediu, din punctul de vedere al locatarilor. Astfel, campusul studențesc
Regie devine unul de referință pentru studenții bucureșteni, prin facilitățile
date de buna accesibilitate, precum și de dotările interioare ce atrag
studenții.
Cuvinte cheie: calitatea vieții, mediu urban, peisaj urban, Bulevardul
Regiei.
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1. THEORIES ON THE CONCEPT OF THE LIFE QUALITY
The concept

of the

life quality

has

evolved

in

conjunction

with

increased number of cities and urban population. Urbanization has created
problems o the organization of life, trying to balance this process and
the environment.
Thus, quality of life is defined as all conditions that offer the possibility of a
harmonious life and also the all needs of life [1].
General elements in the study are based on the quality of life welfare, standard
of living, income, poverty, social inequality, housing, neighbourhood relations,
lifestyle, social and economic costs [2: 41].
General areas concerning the quality of life are the healthy status of the
population, culture, quality building and social cohesion [3].
An important indicator of quality of life is given by the health and the
determinants of health (health care, lifestyle, level of life) [4].
Another aspect regards the quality housing. Living means all recovery activities
and capacity of building work and social relationships [5]. Quality of housing facilities
is depending on its own facilities.
This should be functionally integrated in the fields of technology, economics
and social life [6].
In Romania, the transition has led to a decline in living standards, reduced the
purchasing power and raised the unemployment.
These phenomena are accentuated by the lack of education and professional
qualification, low aspirations that limited the activities and the income, emphasized
the social instability [7]. It is observed, the concern to maintain what exists, rather
than to create something new [8].
Thus, one of the life quality indicators, incomes - have become variable or nonperiodic, leading to demoralization of the population [9]. Also, mortality and
morbidity has increased. Therefore, life quality in Romania is facing to a decline, being
necessary measures that concern socio-economic revival.
2. METHODOLOGY
In preparing the study, were used methods such as observation and analysis
of life quality in the space investigated, with notes from the analysed places field and
the method of synthesis of obtained information. The method of the questionnaire has
revealed quantitative aspects of the obtained information, which are translated into
graphics that have been interpreted.

S. G. GHIOCA

3. RESEARCH RESULTS
At the end of the nineteenth century and early twentieth century, Bucharest
was like a large village. This was called pre-modern landscape, which present a mixed
pattern of land use.

Vineyards have occupied large areas in Bucharest. Those

vineyards were more numerous and more larger than orchards, vegetable gardens or
spaces for other cultures, all taken together [10].
Subsequently, Bucharest's urban landscape has evolved as an European
capital and upgraded the architecture and urban functions, and has extended the
buildings as a result of population increase. Now, the city is divided into six
sectors. Sector 6 is located in the western city is crossed by the Dâmbovița River. In
the interwar period, the current shape corresponded to the administrative district
6 was called green capital sector.
The area described by Regie Boulevard and the nearby streets (str. Vizitiu S.,
Teodorescu, Popov) is in sector 6 (Figure 1) of Bucharest, near the district Crângaşi
and the railway station.

This area is marked by the presence of Regie camp (Figure 2). These homes started
being built around 1955.
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In 1960 the accommodation for students of the Polytechnics Institute of Bucharest
grew by commissioning of five dormitories with a capacity of 2070 seats and a dental
office, which were built on land located on Splaiul Independentei 290, known as Regie
student campus.
Between 1960-1968 were given homes in the camp (Photo 1), with rooms that
had 2 and 3 beds, currently located behind the front consisting of the 12 homes with
rooms with four beds (two sets consisting of P01-P06 with six blocks and P07P12). Initially, homes were named using letters of the alphabet, from A (P27) to U
(P13). In 1980 and 1981 the mayor increased the accommodation by adding all of 12
homes located on the front of Splaiul Independenței Street (P01-P12).

S. G. GHIOCA

The camp (Photo 2) shows a true respect for the Law streets systematization,
which have generally resulted in Bucharest thickening blocks, particularly in areas
built in the 60s.
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The most important mean of investigation was the observation. This is an act of
observation and description of the facts found on the ground. Observation is
combined with the analysis that lead to conclusions and emphasised the studied
problem main aspects. Therefore, urban quality investigation of life depends on the
analysis of urban physical facilities and equipment for urban security.
It is observed the prevalence of student hostels all over the boulevard. They are
refurbished, either indoors or outdoors and up to 5 floors. In the camp front there are
small green spaces, like little gardens (Photo 3).

Another feature is the presence of Basarab passage (Photo 4), of firms, or
cultural institutions (academic institution of biology and chemistry, Environment
Fund Administration, Teachers House, Highschool M. Eliade ).

S. G. GHIOCA

The nearby streets are short and narrow, almost uninhabited being used most
often to link the boulevard and other roads. On these streets the few houses that
appear are poor, damaged, with an anaesthetic image (Photo 5).
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Photo 5. Abandoned house on V. Popovăţ Street
(Ghioca, October 2010)

However, on the V. Popovăț street stands a striking contrast between these
houses very unsightly and a three stars pension (Photo 6).

Also, the landscape is marked by graffiti that appear only at the metro area
(Photo 7). It can be seen they belong to only a group which does not involve a possible
tension between several street gangs.

S. G. GHIOCA

(Ghioca, October 2010)

A serious problem is the lack of parking, and that is way many cars (often with
the owners from the camp) are parked on the boulevard or on the nearby narrow
streets (Photo 8).

Concerning the green space, it is important to mention the Polytechnic Park,
with many relaxing areas. It can be added, however, that green space is consisting also
of obsolete ruderal plants growing near the end of the boulevard (Photo 9).
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Concerning the food supply, the residents can reach Crângaşi market, Carrefour, or
can go to the little stores on the ground floor blocks, or from the street ambulant
vendors (Photo 10).

S. G. GHIOCA

Also, all over the camp area is full of terraces. Thus, one obvious characteristics of this
space is given by this trade, supported by the many terraces, clubs and places of
entertainment. This is a good thing, but at the same time negative because these units
are generating waste, giving a background noise and for some can be
disturbing. However these facilities for recreation and entertainment attract not only
students, and create a specific atmosphere. In addition, there few offices buildings and
it is to mention the Unirea Medical Center – on Regie Boulevard, in contrast with the
deserted nearby streets. On this area, there are some informal and unplanned street
activities, nearly every pole or wall is covered with posters of various themes (rental
offers various services, concerts, Photo 11). It is also remarkable the presence of
peddling antique outdoor (Photo 12).
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An obvious problem is the waste, so often placed in spaces in construction (Photo 13),
which can be source of infection, but also contributes to deterioration of the urban
landscape. Also, another problem is that of stray dogs that can be sometimes
aggressive.
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In the same time, there is a lack of a good waste sorting. Air quality is poor, and
that is why you can feel the gas emanation from the nearby Grozavesti thermocentral;
also Dâmbovița poor quality water often has an unpleasant odour, being clearly
observed its pollution. A positive aspect of life quality in this area is given by the good
accessibility given by the transport means. Thus, Regie Bdv. is crossed by 601 bus
line and has access to the subway from Petrache Poenaru and Grozăvești station.
About the urban security, this area is considered a safe one from this point of view,
because it is an area which houses many students, therefore there is no question of
street gangs, or the scandals; each block has its own security guard. The nearest
police station is in Crângaşi. Also, a living advantage is given by the nearby University
Hospital location which can be reached in 10 minutes by car. These issues affect the
quality of housing in this area, therefore the degree of urban comfort.
For a better perception of urban life quality, there was applied a questionnaire
with issues about student life quality from Regie campus. Questions capture aspects of
housing age, the satisfaction of state buildings or on green space, places of
amusement, or surprise the advantages of living in these homes and reveals the
perception about the missing campus facilities.
All the students polled are provincial, some master or PhD from the University
of Bucharest or Bucharest Polytechnic Institute. Interpretation of the two sexes
responses reveal no differences, the perception is one about the same. Thus, it appears
that 56% of respondents living in these homes more than a year (18% are women,
22% men), 30% live one year and 14% - from the beginning of this academic year
(Figure 3).
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Therefore there is a consistency of living in here, because most of those
interviewed have being living for many years in this camp. This should be correlated
with the inhabitants’ satisfaction toward the living conditions in these dormitories.
Thus, at the question "How satisfied are you concerning the homes condition?", 57%
of students declared as unsatisfied, 30% believe that they are satisfied nor dissatisfied
(5% being female and 13% male), while 13 % are satisfied. (Figure 4).

This leads to the idea that the residents enjoy living in these environment
conditions, which do not provide a very high degree of comfort, so no state is
considered very happy homes. However, 30% of tenants are satisfied with the quality
of housing, the share of discontent is not very high, thus it is a balance between those
satisfied and those dissatisfied. Analysing this situation, it can be said that these
homes have a relatively good potential for the analyse of this assessment on the two
sexes (Figure 5) indicates that males are less demanding than women in terms of
degree of residence satisfaction. However, it appears as a difference of views and
perceptions life quality between the sexes.
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Thus, only three of the respondents believe that they benefit of all necessary
equipment for a proper habitation (Figure 6). This highlights the insufficient
equipment and campus planning, considering that area residents would need
additional utility.

An indicator of life quality, including housing, is the space given to recreation,
that green space. Thus, the nearest park around homes is Polytechnic park, which
offers the possibility of practise some sports.
However, this park has a large area and is not sufficiently organized and equipped.
Therefore, only 17% of tenants think they have enough green space (Figure 7). In the
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blocks that have the exit to the Regie Boulevard there are a number of gardens that
rather have an aesthetic function.

Therefore, the lack of green space is a problem for this area’s residents. As a
solution, the Polytechnic Park can be arranged by increasing and managing the
facilities for sports, but also by improving landscape aesthetics. However, despite
some complaints, 68% of residents consider the quality of these homes as one
superior to other student complex (Figure 8).

One reason of this campus popularity is because of the many sites related to
entertainment, like clubs or terraces. (Figure 9). So, many students like this youthful
atmosphere.
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Nobody have a bad opinion about the entertainment places, but 4 people said
they are sometimes dissatisfied of the service quality, more exactly – regarding the
balance between the quality and the price. But overall, they have a good opinion.
In the same time, some terraces are placed at the ground floor blocks, which for some
residents can be annoying, because of the noise given by the loud music, especially in
summer.
Thus, 6% of respondents feel that noise is always annoying, these complaints
coming from the female sex; 38% are not bothered by noises, and 56% are sometimes
bothered by noise (Figure 10). This produces mental discomfort, a state of stress. It
notes, however, a high percentage of those who consider themselves disturbed by the
noise of places of entertainment, even if temporary. But many say they are
accustomed to this atmosphere and not feel bothered.
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In spite of this inconvenient, 50% of respondents intend to stay here next year,
18% do not want to do this and 32% are yet undecided (Figure 11).

These data correlate with the advantages and disadvantages offered by these
places. The main advantages of living in this campus are those related to the
accessibility (this is the main advantage for most respondents -30%, figure 12); for
example the subway stations Petrache Poenaru and Grozăvești are nearby, as well as
that of Crângaşi. The area is near the centre of Bucharest and students can easily reach
their Faculties. Another advantage is the nearby existence of Carrefour supermarket
and a lot of entertainment places.
This environment is one that facilitates social ties. In these circumstances, the
information flows faster (loans of books, courses), this space being one of interaction
and socialization. Many students declared they remained in these homes because they
have many friends here.
An important aspect is the low cost rent which cannot be compared with an
apartment rent (30% of residents consider that the main advantage given these
homes are the acceptable monthly expenses, Figure 12). In addition, for many this is a
secure area, without conflicts, without gang neighbourhoods. The only problem in this
space would be the stray dogs that can become a public danger.

S. G. GHIOCA

.

Among these advantages there are also disadvantages entered by the lack of
facilities, facilities that would improve the housing quality (Figure 13).

Students residing in this area consider that among the features that should be
added to the there are private bathrooms, (also, many of them complained of their
poor maintenance). Another problem of many students is the lack of kitchens, of
locations where you can cook. Also they want some extra facilities like TV cable and
free internet, more furniture, air conditioning or washing machines, generally more
interior features of each room. Students would like their rooms to be painted every
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year. Furthermore, it is claimed the lack of parking places, because cars are parked out
in Splaiul Independentei, or among the nearby small streets, the movement being
hampered. Also, there is a necessary of sewerages, because after heavy rains, water
seeps not entirely. Many students would like having a reading room, designed for
their individual study, and sites for student meetings, debates or conferences.
Students want Polytechnic park to be more arranged for recreation, or for
different sports. Some say that they would deprive supply stores, especially those with
clothes, because Carrefour supermarket is the only place of supply of this kind, except
small shops at the block’s ground.
4. CONCLUSIONS
In conclusion, this area is marked by student activities, and some economic and
cultural activities, being an area under construction and reconstruction. The
landscape is marked by the Grozăvești bridge overpass. Urban life quality in the area
studied is not very high, the environment recording many failures (especially on the
Popovăț and Vizitiu streets, whith damaged homes and a degraded landscape). Also,
the space following the Regie camp, is unorganised, marked by waste and ruderal
plants.
This creates a need for a better organization and planning of this area, for a
proper and an efficient use, and to improve the life quality.
The student campus Regie is one with insufficient equipment that requires new
facilities to improve the living conditions which involve the housing quality.
Despite its shortcomings, it is one of the most popular campuses because of the
building scale, the proximity to the many known entertainment places, and due to its
specific student-life atmosphere.
Overall, residents are almost satisfied with the conditions offered by this
complex, but at the same time they want additional features such as individual
bathrooms, reading rooms, parking lots, or other living facilities.
This camp stands out with a significant planning and organizing potential,
given primarily due to its position in city (near the university centre, accessibility to
the means of transport), but also due to renovations that were made recently , adding
the history of these blocks (one of the oldest Bucharest camps). However, this
development potential is insufficiently exploited; there is a need of other facilities to
compete with other European student campuses.
Therefore, the quality of housing depends on the internal environment, which
means the building, and on the proximity of the external environment [11, p.43].

S. G. GHIOCA

Therefore, improving the life quality involves raising aspirations and a high utilization
of human potential [12].
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Vidraru tourist region in the context of sustainable development
Remus PRĂVĂLIE

Région touristique Vidraru dans le contexte du développement durable.
La vallée de la rivière Arges dans le secteur montagneux présente un potentiel
touristique élevé particulièrement dans la région du lac d’accumulation Vidraru. Ce
potentiel est mis en évidence par l’intermédiaire du cadre naturel et également par
celui des objectifs antropiques à grande valeur culturelle et économique. Même si
l’aménagement du lac d’accumulation a représenté une opportunité de
développement des activités touristiques de la région, on identifie en présent de
nombreux problèmes concernant la gestion touristique et également la pression sur
l’environnement. De cette manière, il importe de faire une analyse sur le
développement de la région touristique Vidraru de la perspective durable, afin
d’identifier ainsi les solutions le plus viables.
Mots clés: développement durable, la région touristique Vidraru, analyse,
environnement.
Regiunea turistică Vidraru în contextul dezvoltării durabile. Valea
Argeșului în sectorul montan prezintă un potențial turistic ridicat în special în
regiunea lacului de acumulare Vidraru. Acest potențial este evidențiat atât prin
intermediul cadrului natural cât și prin intermediul obiectivelor antropice cu mare
valoare culturală și economică. Deși amenajarea lacului de acumulare Vidraru a
constituit o oportunitate de dezvoltare a activităților turistice din regiune, în prezent
sunt identificate numeroase probleme atât din punct de vedere al managementului
turistic cât și din punct de vedere al presiunii asupra mediului. Astfel, este necesară o
analiză a dezvoltării regiunii turistice Vidraru din perspectiva durabilă, încercânduse în acest fel identificarea unor soluții cât mai viabile
Cuvinte cheie: dezvoltare durabilă, regiunea turistică Vidraru, analiză, mediu
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1. GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS
In recent decades, the need to get acquainted with a new type of relationship
between man and the environment has entailed the necessity to create and define a concept
to establish, at least theoretically, the limits between the two components.
It is about the concept of sustainable development that has emerged together with
the 1972 meeting of the international community within the Stockholm Conference on
Human Environment. This concept is defined for the first time by means of the drafting of
the Brundland report in 1987, which defines the sustainable development as being “the
development which meets the needs of this generation, without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs.”
This concept is carried out on a multidimensional plan [1], trying to bring together
three major dimensions: the environmental, the economic and the social one. These
dimensions are in close interconnection and can be applied in all economic sectors, this
being valid for tourism activities, too.
Regarding the sustainable development – tourism relationship, the literature
outlines another concept, namely the sustainable tourism [2], which is embedded in the
concept of sustainable development. These two concepts are in a continuous
interconnection.
Although the area covered by this study – the tourist region of the Vidraru Reservoir
– has a great tourism potential, it also has numerous issues relating to the management of
tourist activities. This is why an analysis of this area in terms of tourism development in
accordance with sustainable development principles is absolutely necessary.
2. METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in order to write this article is based on collecting and
processing data, conducting regular field surveys and using a specialized bibliography. Data
processing was possible especially by using ArcGIS 9.3 software; the basic support in
graphical editing of the study is represented by the 1:25.000 topographic map of the region.
Resorting to geo-spatial.org database was an important way to achieve a spatial analysis of
this study.
3. THE REGION'S TOURISM POTENTIAL
Vidraru tourist region is located in the central-southern side of Romania, in the
Făgăraş Massif of the Southern Carpathians (Figure 1).
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The area covered by this study lies between the Arges Gorges in the Vidraru Dam
area and the upper side of the lake, upstream the Cumpăna resort.
The localization of this tourist region in the southern side of the Făgăraş Mountains,
in the eastern side of the Loviștea Depression, determines the existence of a high tourist
potential due to natural components and anthropogenic tourist attractions.
The localization of the Vidraru tourist region in the Loviștea Depression presents,
besides the natural opportunities, a cultural and historical advantage, since this depression
is, from ancient times, a place for hunting, even the word loviște reveals this fact [3].
However this depression, historically called the Country of Loviștea, has functioned over
time as an intramontane depression linking the old provinces, i.e. Wallachia and
Transylvania. Thus, west of the Vidraru Lake, there are two main roads, the most important
one being the Great Way of Loviștea. Coming down from north, from Câineni and crossing
the depression through Boişoara, Tiţeşti, Perişani, it reaches the Topolog Valley, east of the
[291]
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Cozia Mountains. The fact that this road was used by Romans is mentioned in various
works, existing before the arrival of the Romans.
Another historical importance of the road is due to the fact that this place was
identified as the location of the battle of Posada, somewhere near the Șaua Clocoticiului.
However, there is ample evidence of the importance of this road, being the most important
and the most used road of Loviștea and one of the most important trans-Carpathian roads
[3].
Currently, Vidraru tourist region has an important tourism potential, this being due
to natural conditions and existing anthropogenic tourist attractions in the area. The
existence of the mountain area, the Arges Gorges, the outstanding natural landscapes and
the presence of the Vidraru Lake form some of the natural elements that represent an area
of tourist attraction for many visitors.
Vidraru Dam , Transfăgărăşan, the statue of Prometheus, Poienari Citadel rank
among the anthropogenic tourist attractions. One of the most important anthropogenic
tourist attractions is the Vidraru Dam, its construction determining the emergence of the
reservoir of the same name and the starting point in developing tourism in the region. The
dam construction began in 1960 and was completed in 1966. At that time (in 1967), the
Vidraru Dam was, by height, the fifth arch dam in Europe and the ninth in the world [4].
The dam is a double-arched concrete construction with a length of 307 meters, and a
base width of 25 meters and a crown width of 6 meters (Figure 1). Its height is 166 m, being
the highest dam in Romania and one of the highest in Europe. Vidraru Lake covers an area
of 870 ha and has a total volume of about 465 million m³, the lake volume representing
78% of the annual inventory of the Arges river water. Also, the lake is situated at a height of
830 m, with a maximum depth of 155 m at the dam, and an average one of approx. 55m.
Along with the construction of the Vidraru Dam, the Transfăgărăşan Road (1971-1974) was
built, and a series of bridges, viaducts, roofs, and the longest tunnel in the country with a
length of 900 m.
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In terms of tourism activities, these are relatively diverse; the most important
activities are hiking, pleasure boat activities, water sports, bungee jumping, etc. These
activities are more intense especially during the summer, the climate factor determining
tourist activities in the area. Thus, we can say that during the winter season tourists
number is small compared to the number existing during summer season. This is in
conjunction with the lack of tourist activities/infrastructure specific to cold season, such as
ski slope facilities.
In order to satisfy the annual flow of tourists, and especially to increase the
opportunities for tourism development, it can be said that the Vidraru region has a
relatively poor accommodation infrastructure. The accommodation implies a small number
of chalets and guesthouses, the most important ones being the following: Cumpăna and
Valea cu Pesti, Casa Argeşană and the Vidraru Floating Hotel (Figure 2).
Currently, there is an increasing trend of private housing units, especially on the
eastern side of the lake due to road infrastructure opportunities (Transfăgărăşan). It should
be pointed out that the Vidraru tourist region led to the development of tourism
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infrastructure (chalets, guesthouses and campgrounds) south of Lake Vidraru in the Arefu,
Corbeni and Căpățâneni villages, but these areas are not covered by this study.

4. THE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY INDUCED BY TOURISM ACTIVITIES
After analyzing the impact of Vidraru tourist development on the environmental
components, the state of the environmental quality in the analyzed region can be broadly
distinguished. The environmental quality in the analyzed area results from both the
environmental impact generated by the hydro facilities in the area [5] and the local
activities. The local tourism activities are distinguished in particular, having the greatest
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importance in assessing environmental quality [6]. It shall be noted that these are
supplemented by logging activities. Industrial activities are missing, though.
Tourism inadequately practiced represents an important source of pollution on the
environmental components (i.e. water, air, soil) because of the human waste generated by
the units of accommodation (cottages, guesthouses). Along with the development of rural
tourism in the area, tourist constructions have greatly expanded, generating negative
effects on the environment due to the lack of septic tanks in many cases. In this situation,
the water is polluted with human waste.
It is important to note that tourism activities do not have the same intensity all the
time in terms of environmental pressure, but they present weekly and seasonal variations.
More specifically, weekend tourism is the most intense and has the biggest problems
because of the quantities of waste left behind, this being due to a poor tourism management
and to a poor education of tourists in many situations.
Tourism also presents a peak season during the summer, along with the opening of
the Transfăgărășan Road. Thus, the flow of tourists significantly increases. During this
period, road traffic is more intense; from this point of view, problems can occur due to a
relative increase in noise or chemical pollution. We can also speak about an aesthetic
pollution, resulting from both the inadequate colour scale of housing units (cottages,
guesthouses) that does not match the local landscape and the degradation of some hydro
facilities. An example in this case is the Vidraru Dam that has an advanced stage of
degradation in terms of appearance.
Thus, it can be said that the state of the environmental quality in the Vidraru
Reservoir region is strongly influenced both by the achievement of hydro facilities with
negative implications on the environment, and the tourism that is inappropriately
practiced. The concept of ecotourism is currently far from being implemented. Thus, in
order to solve problems caused by tourism activities in the area and to develop this tourist
region, several solutions for tourism development in the area were based on sustainable
development principles. These issues are analyzed in the following chapter.
5. SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF THE VIDRARU TOURIST REGION
The concept of sustainable development based on sustainable exploitation and
utilization of resources is valid and can be successfully applied in the tourist region of the
Vidraru Reservoir, since the tourist region has important shortcomings in terms of
sustainability.
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The main problems of the region, which triggered the creation of a sustainable
development plan to reflect reality, are related to poor infrastructure (in terms of tourism
and roads), lack of septic tanks, and effective management of promoting tourism. For the
sustainable development of the region, the following major facilities have been proposed:
modernization of natural roads, slope consolidation, septic tanks for all existing housing
units, creating a ski slope with a cableway transport along with building a resort and
campgrounds, setting up belvedere points and thematic routes for hiking and cycling, and
tourist information points in certain strategic areas (Figure 3).
All these components have been proposed for development taking into account the
existing natural conditions (degree of roughness of the terrain, the existence of outstanding
natural landscapes, etc). The geomorphological conditions of the terrain are determined
mainly by means of the 1:25.000 topographic map of the area. The environment was
another important aspect taken into account as for the sustainable development of the area
so that the development of these anthropogenic elements does not put major pressure on it.
The modernization of roads is a priority for the development of any tourist
mountain region [7]. As concerns the Vidraru Reservoir, the choice of roads to be asphalted
is based on existing forest roads and the existence of tourist attractions such nts the tourist
lodges or guesthouses. Thus, the most important road proposed to be modernized is on the
left side of the lake; the main tourist area of interest is Cumpăna Resort. Another important
aspect is related to the exploitation of the western landscape of the lake. Another road that
needs urgent modernization is situated along Valea cu Pești. In this case, similar
considerations are taken into account (outstanding natural landscapes, availability of
accommodation).
Strengthening the slopes is a necessity especially in the southern part of the lake;
here the values of geographical declivity exceed 40°. The existence of slopes with elevated
declivity in Frunții and Ghițu Mountains triggers the destabilization of rocks. Vulnerability
elements are recurrent in the case of the Transfăgărăşan Road.
Septic tanks represent an important issue, since they are missing; the human waste
often gets into water or soil, the pollution effects having an impact on the environment.
Creation of septic tanks for each unit of accommodation is a core component of sustainable
development of the region.
Harnessing ski slopes and providing cableway transport for ensuring support to the
respective slope represent key elements in attracting financial resources and, consequently,
the tourist development of the area. Harnessing ski slopes took into account the
geomorphological conditions (the respective geographical declivity determined by the
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topographic map of the region), as well as the short distance in relation to the Cumpăna
tourist area.
Although achieving this fact requires significant pressure on the environment
especially because of the deforestation, there may be alternatives from a sustainable
perspective: deforestation made to achieve a ski slope can be offset by reforestation in
other areas within the Vidraru Reservoir area.
The emergence of a ski area in the Vidraru tourist region implies a significant
increase of the flow of tourists, so building a resort to satisfy the growing number of
tourists is absolutely necessary.
As concerns the development of the Vidraru tourist region, setting up thematic
routes for hiking and cycling is also necessary. These routes are found in the areas that have
a pre-existing accessibility (natural roads, mountain trails). Three cycling routes have been
proposed: two of them in the Cumpăna area and one in the south of the area, in the Vidraru
Dam area, the route of this type of sport being closed.
The sustainability of the Vidraru tourist area also includes campgrounds and
belvedere points set up next to access routes in order to capitalize outstanding natural
landscapes.
All these components of the proposed sustainability must be managed through a
proper tourism management. Thus, setting up tourist information points to promote this
area is a real necessity. The location of these points of information should take account of
areas with a high flow of tourists. In the area covered by this study, we shall identify at least
two strategic points: Vidraru Dam and Cumpăna Resort.
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It is important to remember that in this region there are many active torrents; that is
why the torrent harnessing is an important thing to consider. Although this study does not
graphically highlight torrents, they are in large numbers all over the area; the greatest
vulnerability is located in the upper side due to the regressive erosion, and in the lower side
due to potential cones of human waste that may occur. Most active torrents are situated in
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the Valea cu Pești and its tributaries; this river is located on the left side of the Vidraru Dam.
The elements that might be affected by torrents are the roads, the lodges and the
infrastructure related to the hydropower component, namely Cernat-Valea cu Pești inlet.
6. CONCLUSIONS
From the sustainability perspective, Vidraru Reservoir region has a high tourism
potential; this potential can be adequately capitalized according to the principle of
sustainable development.
Currently, tourism activities in the area are poorly managed due to poor tourism
management. Lack of effective means to promote tourism in the area, lack of traditional
local products (textiles, pottery, etc.), poor infrastructure and degradation of tourist
attractions in the area (for example, the Vidraru Dam) are some of the problems generated
by poor tourism management.
Overall, the Vidraru tourist region can be sustainably developed mainly by modern
activities promoting the region, by encouraging exposure of traditional products as a means
of local identity, but also by arranging a proper tourism and road infrastructure, all of which
representing opportunities to attract tourists and obtain sources of income.
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Geographical risks in the touristic region of Tușnad-Balvanyos
Ana-Maria Taloș
Des risques géographiques dans la zone touristique Tușnad-Balvanyos. Les
régions volcaniques représentent un élément d’intérêt majeur tant pour les
spécialistes, du point de vue de l’étude de diverses caractéristiques, que pour les
touristes qui les apprécient particulièrement pour leur potentiel curatif.
Pourtant, ces régions attirent et { la fois exposent les touristes { certains risques.
Dans la région que nous avons choisie, les risques sont extrêmement variés et les
principaux éléments de dangerosité peuvent être classifiés dans deux catégories
comme suit : naturels (glissements de terrains mineurs, solifluxion, inondations,
torrentialité)

et

anthropiques

(l’absence

des

panneaux

informatifs,

l’aménagement inadéquat, les sources d’acide laissées sans surveillance,
l’exploitation irrationnelle des ressources). Bien que la région ne soit pas affectée
par des risques majeurs, il est impératif de mieux gérer la région et les ressources
afin d’améliorer la qualité de l’acte touristique et de renforcer la sécurité des
touristes. Cette étude se propose de présenter la majorité des risques mentionnés
et de fournir plusieurs suggestions de prévention, de solution et d’aménagement.
Mots clés : vulnérabilité, risques, région volcanique, tourisme,

repères

touristiques, impact, prévention, amélioration
Riscuri geografice în arealul turistic Tușnad-Balvanyos. Arealele vulcanice
reprezintă un element major de interes, atât pentru specialiști prin studierea
diferitelor caracteristici, cât și pentru turiști, în primul rând pentru potențialul
curativ. Aceste areale deopotrivă atrag turiști și îi expun unor riscuri. Acestea
sunt extrem de variate în arealul ales, iar principalele elemente de periculozitate
pot fi separate în naturale (mici alunecări de teren, solifluxiune, inundații,
torențialitate)

și

antropice

(lipsa

panourilor

informative,

amenajarea

necorespunzătoare, nesupravegherea unor izvoare de acid, exploatarea iraţională
a resurselor). Deşi zona nu este afectată de riscuri majore, se impune o mai bună
gestionare a zonei şi resurselor, pentru a îmbunătăţi calitatea actului turistic şi
sporirea securităţii turiştilor. Studiul de faţă încearcă să contureze majoritatea
riscurilor şi să ofere o serie de soluţii de prevenire, soluţionare şi amenajare.
Cuvinte cheie: vulnerabilitate, hazarde, regiune vulcanică, turism, obiective
turistice, impact, prevenire, amenajare
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1. ARGUMENT
The volcanic areas had always represented a curiosity for both experts and tourists,
especially those supposed to be inactive. This interest comes from the fear of disaster, the
past damages or post volcanic manifestation with curative effects.
No doubt that the volcanoes have a lot of potential threats that include strong
explosions, toxic gases, piroclastic waves, hot clouds, ash, but also hazards appeared after
floods, earthquakes, mud waves, burnings, earth slide etc. There are also regions in which
elements like mofettes, mineral-water springs, boiling springs, organic sludge and peat
moor that succeed to change all over into a natural treatment base, very appreciated by
those with healthy problems or those who are looking for rest, relaxation and amazing
nature.
An example in this sense is also the region Tușnad-Ciomatu-Turia-Balvanyos (Figure
1), known as a touristy area that concentrates an impressive number of sights (springs,
lakes, mofettes, forest, animals etc.) spread on the surface of two districts- Harghita
(Lăzărești, Cozmeni, Tușnad, Băile Tușnad) and Covasna (Turia, Balvanyos, Bixad). Beside
these, the area has also geographical risks that can affect the touristy activity, and these
risks are presented in the next research, trying to avoid the possible troubles caused and to
suggest some solutions for prevention, adjustment and appliance.
2. METHODOLOGY
For the geographical risks evaluation in the Tușnad-Balvanyos area, were followed
some steps, beginning with the documentation about the terminology (risk, hazard,
vulnerability, disaster) and about the chosen area [1]. Very important is to understand the
difference between risk and hazard: the first should be seen as an exposure possibility at
extreme acts, and the second as a pre-phase of the risk, a probability that the area’s
phenomena to become extreme and to be a potential danger for man and environment.
Grecu [2] shows that a hazard represents “a potential threat for people, but also the impact
of an event over the society and environment; is a product of human perception and
experience. Moreover, people tend to exaggerate and modify the hazards.” Through risk we
should understand “the possibility to be in danger, to have to confront with a grief or to
endure damage, danger” [3]. In the research were also used terms as “vulnerability” (degree
of loose, resulted from the potentiality of a phenomenon to make victims and damages) and
“danger” (for example the earth slide) , used as Grecu [2] sees them.
After revealing the main sights in the area, the chief dangers were shown on a map,
using the observation method, the interview with local people, scientific articles, national
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projects and tourist’s opinion. Also were proposed some directions for preventing and was
created a map with the main hazards using a topographic map of Romania, 1:25000 scale,
year 1980, and the Arc View 3.2a program.
3. DESCRIBING THE TOURISTY AREA
The Ciomatu-Balvanyos area is located in the south-eastern part of Harghita district
(Lăzărești, Cozmeni, Tușnad, Tușnad Spa), including also places from Covasna district
(Bixad, Balvanyos Spa, Turia). Geographically, it is situated in the central group of Oriental
Carpathian, more precisely the south-east part of Harghita Mountains and the low division
of Ciuc Basin. Part of the volcanic chain Călimani - Gurghiu – Harghita, the massif area was
born along a fracture system shaped between Carpathian Mountains and Transylvanian
Basin. The basins appeared as a result of volcanic manifestation and their water drained
through open ditch drainage towards low basins, resulting a volcanic dam hollow, from
which the Nordic division of Ciomatu is part.
As Pilbath [4] states, there are two main steps, one of piedmont and the other of
volcanic cone, but also three different divisions for the region: Ciuc Basin, Narrow Pass of
Olt and Harghita Mountains. The climate is specific for middle-high mountains, with annual
temperatures of 4-6° C, 800-900 mm/year rainfall, a snow layer maintained 80-100 days.
The hydrographic network is Olt tributary: Șugașău, Pârâul Mare, Mitacul, Ozunca, Tușnad.
Each element of the natural frame is important for the local tourism: the climate is sedative
at 800-900 m high and tonic on the peaks [5], the landscape is recreating, the hydrographic
network is exploited, also the flora and fauna. The nature worked hard to create a nice
place, by combining fresh air, green forests, fine shapes and ecosystems.
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According to Schreiber [6], in the landscape of the area, lakes have a special touristy
importance. First of all is Lake Saint Annie, a volcanic lake appeared in the impoundment of
a volcanic vent. In his north-west part is Mohoș Swamp, individualized by aquatic growth.
The Ciucaș Lake is situated in Tușnad Spa, artificially created at the beginning of 20 th
century for entertainment. As a result of post volcanic manifestation appeared the CO2
emissions (for example, Budos Cave), the mineral water springs, thermal springs, calcium
springs like Ileana, Mikes, Apor.
Many plants were here preserved: glacial relicts (small birch- Betula humilis;
Ligularia sibirica; Carex dioica etc.), endemic plants and ancient forest, and because of these
11 areas were proclaimed protected. Local specific vegetation is the peat bog. In the forest,
live animals like Carpathian bear (Ursus arctos), Carpathian deer (Cervus elaphus
carpaticus), wild cat (Felis silvestris), fox (Vulpes vulpes), squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) and
birds like mountain woodpecker (Picoides tridactylus alpinus), titmouse (Parus ater) etc.
The humane infrastructure is represented by health services, tourist safety and
protection, and the technical infrastructure includes district accessibility, communication
ways, transportation, distribution network of water, green areas etc.
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The access infrastructure is low developed in the Harghita district: there are good
divisions like that between Miercurea Ciuc and Tușnad (E578/DN 12), and parts like that to
Lake Saint Annie- bad upkept- and the road can become unpleasant as tourist claim [7].
There is also a railway (the railway station is Băile Tușnad), an airport at Târgu Mureș (140
km far) and county, foresty and ordinary roads.
The accommodation infrastructure is varied in Tușnad Spa: hostels, 16 guest houses
(for example, Raza Soarelui, Vila Șoimul, Szurdot, Vânătorul, Panorama, Casa Verde etc.),
inn (like Hotarul Ciucului), hotels (Tușnad, Fortuna, Ciucaș), but limited in the rest of spots.
Two important hotels are in Balvanyos: Best Western Balvanyos (three stars, 78 rooms)
and Transylvania (three stars, 23 accommodation spaces). Nowadays, many rural and agro
touristy hostels have an important percentage at the national level, they are matching very
well with the natural and local landscape, traditions and lifestyle; moreover, these hostels
have a lot of services to offer.
The main touristic area is Ciomatu area (Figure 2), because there are some of the
main sights (Lake Saint Annie, Mohoș Swamp), but in the study area there are also other
sights like caves, spa, ruins, peaks etc (Figure 3).
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According to a research made by Harghita County Council, the number of tourists
from the central districts varies through years. Harghita and Covasna districts registered
100.000 tourists in the period 2000-2007, while in Brașov district the number is over
550.000. Regarding the average length of staying, Covasna district is on the first place with
an average of eight days, because the share of spa causes a longer stay comparing to
cultural tourism. In 2007, in Harghita district, were registered 273.000 overnights [8].
There are also other tourist centers: Miercurea Ciuc, Odorheiu Secuiesc, Borsec, Toplița,
Gheogheni from Harghita, and Covasna, Sf. Gheorghe, Tg. Secuiesc from Covasna district.
About the costs in tourism, these are hard to establish because of the lack of statistics
and because of employers’ non-declaration about the number of tourists. But a chart [8]
with net incomes exists, reflecting that in the Central Region of Romania (including
Harghita and Covasna) the field of food and beverage is the worst paid. Harghita district has
the lowest values for the commercial, learning, health and social assistance section, and
Alba district has the lowest values for food and beverage section. Overall, the hospitality
sector is in an unpleasant situation regarding paying, although the services sector is
considered to be a priority in the development and a chance for the local people.
The suitable forms of tourism in the area are those for weekend, spa and cultural. All
these are dependent on accessibility and entertainment, because if the roads were better
and the entertainment choices were more, maybe the tourists would stay more than a
weekend. The tourist profile that comes here can be drawn like this: average age for 40-50
years, from urban place, medium training school, medium and low income, has a cure ticket
and comes in searching the old times.
4. THE MAIN SIGHTS IN THE AREA
a) Natural:
Lake Saint Annie (Figure 4) is situated 946 m high in the Ciomatu massif, near
Tușnad. The lake appeared on the bottom of an extinct volcano vent. This area was
pronounced natural reservation (both lake and swamp). The lake is considered to be the
most clean from Romania, because of the water supply exclusive from rain. His pureness is
close to the water distillate, it is not drinkable, it has a low mineralization (close to 0,002%)
and it is not populated with animals. The name of the lake comes from a local legend: a
young girl named Annie is forced to get married with a rich boy and she chooses to run in
the wedding night and to throw herself in the lake.
Puturosu Cave is an old brimstone quarry used nowadays as a mofette. Its name
refers to the smell: „brimstone”, „nifty cave”, because from the earth gets out gas with
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therapeutic effects. Near is a place named „birds’ cemetery”, where a lot of animals die
because of the oxygen lack.
Mohoș Swamp (Figure 5) is situated near Lake Saint Annie (it is an advantage,
because is very easy to get there), split by a large ridge, and considered to be a floristic
reservation. It is four times bigger than the lake, having 80 ha, and covering a lot of rare
species („dew of heaven”, „sedge”, „ cane field”, „cottons”) and over 20 species of peat moss.
The swamp is covered with pine, small birch and fuzzy birch. The peat is 10 m thick and has
a volume of 3 million square meters. The original comes from the unique sensation that
tourists can try here, close to the sensation in a quicksand; they can also see carnivorous
plants.

b) Anthropic:
Tuşnad Spa resort is situated 650 m high, at the foot of Ciomatu peak. It is a
permanent spa, with a national and international importance, on the higher grade of Olt
River, 31 km far for Miercurea Ciuc. It has 1800 habitants, tourism is the main activity and
Carpituș is in its administration. Surrounded by spruce and fir forest, the resort has moffets,
mineral-water springs and fresh air [9].
Balvanyos Spa resort is a place gathering three old resorts. The oldest is situated in
the Balvanyos opening, called „Brimstone from Turia” (the name suggests the smell of HS2).
In this cave, the therapeutic gas is used for cure and healing. It is considered to be the
biggest natural moffet from Europe, havind 14 m long [9].
Balvanyos Citadel Ruins are one of Tușnad Bath’ sights. We can find here the traces of
an old town built by szekely people in the XI century and in XIV century becoming Apor’s
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family property. The ceramics found here is from XVIII century. It is 1 km far from the
resort and the road is marked properly.
5. ELEMENTS OF DANGER
Although the volcanic area was active one million years ago, and the chances to erupt
are quite small, there are other risks like: irrational use of mofettes, unattended acid
springs near Balvanyos, the swamp area, sulfur mines, granite quarry from Carpituș, the old
stone mine from Bixad and other human risks.
The dry gas baths, the so called mofettes, are very healthy, recommended to those
who suffer from vascular system and locomotors disorders, but they can damage heath if
they are excessive used. That’s why tourists shouldn’t stay too much inside, or to cross the
indicated gas line. Over time, a lot of spas were built around the sulfur dioxide gas, from
simple ones (wood places, stairs etc) to modern spa. Many of them suffered degradation
and abandonment, not being restore anymore. Many local people had created mofettes in
their own basements and they have success because of the low prices and the primitive
practice (candles for gas control, wood bench and empirically advices for therapy).
Most of them ignore the gas therapy rules: medical supervision, slowly going inside,
is not allowed to talk or to be tired, the maximum period time is three minutes; the moves
shouldn’t be bump, no more than 8-10 people inside, no silver things or watches, and the
gas control should be done with a cigarette lighter [10].
Tourists had signalized some unattended acid traces on the way to Balvanyos
Citadel, more precisely at 22, 4 km on the road. It is a spring with bright violet water, where
were found sulfuric acid traces, a world curiosity, because the phenomenon is met only in
Rio Grande’s Valley and on Java Island. The danger comes also from the CO2 emissions (the
area is called “Death Valley”), and from the authorities lack of interest in area demarcation.
Until May 2010, the area was almost damaged, but the students from Cluj and the local hall
have retrieved the springs, stairs and benches.
During winter, the lake freezes and become attractive for skating, but the tourists
shouldn’t venture even though the ice seems thick and they should remember that the lake
is 7 meters deep. The swamp is the less known part of the reservation and can become
dangerous if we consider the swampy accidents. On Pucioasa hill there are some places
with gas emanations, like Bear Cave, Timsos Cave, Gyilkos Cave, and very known is Birds
Cemetery- an old gallery of a sulfur mine which crashed and where CO2 has accumulated.
The birds that fly near and get under the gas level die immediately. Not only birds are
victims, but also small mammals, bats, dears and mice.
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Materials needed for gunpowder manufacture were extracted from the sulfur mines
in the Pucioasa Hill (even during the Revolution from 1848), but today many of them
become caves, attractive and dangerous in the same time. Makeshift roads can create real
problems, because the rescue team cannot detect them in case of lost or accident, and an
example is the access to Bixad.
Other risks are related to wild animals’ presence in the area, more precisely the
Bodoc-Ciomatu mountain area is populated with bears and in the Balvanyos ruins area are
snakes. Some tree debris and deforested areas were reported near the main cities.
6. GEOLOGICAL, GEOMORPHOLOGIC AND HYDRO PROCESSES
The swamp appearance, as a geological process, started 3000 years ago. As Schreiber
[6] highlighted, Mohoș is a moor in a vent which has formed by peat filling over years. The
first vent that had errupted was the one with the moor (the explosion was strong and had
destroyed a part of the vent), he get quiet and a lake has formed. After that, the vent was
grinded by external agents (wind, rain, snow etc.). Later, the volcano had errupted through
the other vent and a great part of the ash reached in the lake and encouraged peat moss
evolution. This time the erruption wasn’t so violent and the vent was preserved. Nowadays,
Mohoș is a lake with moss and mesh water. The pear layer is 20 meters thick and in the past
people tried to exploit it. Interesting is that the local ecosystem is composed by poisonous,
hallucinogen and carnivore plants, unique in Romania.
The torrent process, defined by Grecu [2], is a irregular drainage system of the
torrents and mountain under water having rocky valley floor; all processes of bank erosion,
transport and storage that happen on a slope during concentrated leak. There are some
small torrential bodies in the study area that include microforms like channel and ravines
along creeks like Pig Creek, Fish Creek, Small Hill Creek etc.
The slumps are sudden displacements in form of individual rock or stores falls on a
slope with high declivity (about 90 degrees). There are individual falls (when are involved
rocks of different sizes) similar to free falls, mass fall and slope fall. The slumps’ causes are
high inclination of layers, high degree of cracking, river deepening, river lateral erosion or
slope base erosion. Falls are related to strong cohesive rocks that were cracked and
disaggregated. There are also vertical collapses of rocks situated above caves or mines,
because of underground activity. An example can be found at Bixad and Carpituș mine, as a
result of human activity (rock and granite excavation).
The floods are sudden and strong increase of water level, in which the river gets out
from the riverbed and spills into the meadow. Simple floods can be caused by the break
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down of a natural dam, by rain, by snow melting, and the complex ones have more causes
that interfere in the same basin, being specific to streans. This can be found on Turia River,
next to lateral erosion, which stops touristy design in the area.
„Solifluxiune” is a process appeared on the unwooded slopes (for example, in southwestern part of Ciomatu mountain), having the appeareance of wane or small furrows
formed by breaking grassy forest. They are superficial slips arise in the soil blanket; the
term assign also periglacial processes (caused by freeze-thaw activity) and the dirt movings
of slope as a result of water activity. They appear in the clay area, sensitive to become mud.
Small landslides were detected along the Balvanyos-Turia road, caused by human
transformations on the lands with alternating layers (clay, marl, volcanic rocks). The
”landslide” notion defines the rock dislocation process, but also the resulted landform. They
are part of the slope process category that change the slope’s aspect and the changes can be
major (causing imbalances) or they just move the materials from a place to another. The
causes can be natural (water erosion, earthquake, groundwater erosion, slope erosion) or
human (deforestation, constructions, slope excavation, vibrations etc.).
All these risks are revealed and placed in Figure 6.
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7. THE IMPACT ON TOURISTY ACTIVITY
All the observed hazards have a small or big impact on the touristy activity in the
area, from damages to investment losses, workplaces and small accidents. There are no
statistics for the area, but a great number of discontents do exist. There are displeasures
related to roads (especially between Bixad and Lake Saint Annie), facilities, directional
pavement markings, demarcation etc. [7]. Some cases of fainting, accidents, intoxications
were signalized through forums and personal notifications. Also, there are some suicide
cases [7] which local people know about, but fortunately no accidents with wild animals
detected.
In the 20th century, the beech forests were useful in the glassmaking, fact that
caused in short time the forest thinning. Instead of glassmaking appeared the quarries from
the right bank of Olt River, because people needed incomes. After 1989, the woodworking
has been reopened and causing the reduction of the recreational potential and number of
tourists.
It is hard to evaluate the real impact on touristy activity as there are no official
figures. We can find an excuse if we consider that the region has no major risks, but the
local interest should be customary. Although, estimation can be done: for example, if in the
summer, in one week were 5000 tourists who spend 1000 Ron/holiday/person, looses
would be around 5 millions Ron, not considering the human accidents and second damages.
8. SOLUTIONS AND METHODS FOR PREVENTION AND PLANNING
There are several projects implemented in Tușnad-Balvanyos area for control
improvement and reducing the risks of bad accidents. First of all, there is a natural
reservation and, secondly, partnerships with different goals.
Lake Saint Annie-Mohoș Swamp Reservation is in the S.C. ECOS CLUB S.R.L.
administration, that’s why the control is easy. For example, at the entrance is a security and
control cabin with authorized employees, where a fee is taken (5 Ron/person or 10 Ron if
the tourists enter with the car). The fee for swamp visiting is 25 Ron/person, fee that
includes a guide and a flyer with details and restrictions applied in the reservation. All the
tourists should be informed and respect those restrictions in order to avoid fines. All the
local activities will have the reservation administrator agreement.
The community partnership for nature protection and ecotourism promotion in
Ciomatu-Balvanyos region was started by GeoEcological Accent Organization, and the goals
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are: ensuring the conservation status of the local habitats, improving communication
between parts, planning a management system for involving authorities, NGOs and research
institutions. It is desired to realize an informal campaign for the people regarding natural
values and the habitat role, but also the benefits that can be achieved by the local people
[11].
Beside these existing projects, there are also other things to be solved:
 improving accessibility (main roads, paths and forest roads);
 complete and correct touristy information regarding rules,

effects and

consequences of a mofette therapy;
 prohibition of improvised pits in local homes;
 restricted access near the acid springs;
 setup a billboard with the existing risks, named in the study;
 closing the sulphur mines and remove from the travel circuit;
 limiting the access on improvised roads;
 reestablishing water springs places: bench, stairs, hallmarks, paths etc.;
 foundation of info centers with qualified employees;
 layout of billboards announcing wild animals (bears and snakes);
 setup of billboards announcing secondary roads;
 creating promotional campaigns for different tourist categories etc.
9. CONCLUSIONS
We can admit that every region that has more or less sights, has also dangerous
elements, some of them natural, other related to human ignorance, both authorities and
tourists. Sometimes, the number of sights is proportional to the risks number, and that
happens in case no local organization and settlements about touristy activity exist.
Normally, the quantification of damages should be done to every touristy regions, no
matter risk importance, but the reality proves that only the areas in which the risks are
major and the hazards have a constantly impact receive official reports and statistics, but
fortunately the other areas have planning projects, organization and maintenance, meaning
that they are sustainable.
As we could see in the map, Tușnad-Balvanyos area has no major hazards, but for
preventing future displeasures it is needed a good management and further administration
and preservation. We can say that the existing hazards can become human risks in case that
sustainable development is no longer followed and an uncontrolled, intensive tourism will
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be adopted. The tourist and authority’s ignorance would mean a risk for the area, in terms
of damage and spoilage of the sights.
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Histoire de la Géographie
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Un ouvrage de Paul Claval est toujours
bienvenu. Même s’il est la quatrième édition.
On
annonce,
donc,
l’apparition
à
la
collection
française
Que
sais-je
d’une
nouvelle édition (la quatrième) mise à jour
de L’Histoire de la Géographie, du professeur
à l’Université de Paris Sorbonne Paul Claval.
Une discipline scientifique constituée
pendant l’Antiquité, la géographie - nommée
De mundus d’Aristote -, signifie pour Paul
Claval la base de toute vie sociale parce que
la dernière est composée des savoir-faire,
des pratiques et aussi des connaissances
géographiques.
L’idée
que
les
sociétés
n’existent qu’inscrites dans des espaces bien
délimités montre
l’originalité de
chaque
civilisation et son propre modus vivendi.
Dès le début, le premier chapitre est
très intéressant: un exposé sur la géographie
Antique et de Moyen Age. On croit que la
géographie
est
née en
Grèce grâce aux
problématiques toujours posées ici en ce qui
concerne la nature et l’univers. Thalès, Eudoxe de Cnide ont posés des
questionnes à l’égard de l’univers. Des représentations trop simples mais
avec un grand succès ont été proposées pendant le septième et huitième
siècle av. J.C. aussi par Anaximandre de Milet ou, son successeur, Hécatée
de Milet. L’école d’Alexandrie se développe autour d’Eratosthène (le
directeur de la célèbre bibliothèque), Hipparque et Ptolémée. Puis il y a
le Moyen Age qui débute avec un déclin des connaissances géographiques,
continue avec les géographes arabes et finit avec les Grands Découverts.
C’est à partir du temps des Lumières quand les cartes scientifiques
ont vu le jour. Elles étaient des outils indispensables dans le domaine
militaire. En même temps, les premières liaisons entre la géographie et la
philosophie ont été établis par les idées de Rousseau et Pestalozzi.
Le premier institut de géographie du monde a été constitué à Paris en
1820, mais les premières géographes modernes sont considérés ceux allemands
(Alexandre de Humboldt, Carl Ritter, Friedrich Ratzel). La géographie revêt
sa forme classique (science naturelle des paysages et des sociétés) depuis
1890 jusqu’au milieu du vingtième siècle quand elle dispose de laboratoires
dans presque toutes les grandes universités du monde. C’est le moment des
géographes françaises de se faire remarquer: Paul Vidal de la Blache,
Elisée Reclus.
Les derniers deux chapitres sont très importants parce que l’auteur
fait une analyse de la géographie dans le contexte postmoderne d’un part,
et il explique les problèmes qui préoccupent les géographes d’aujourd’hui,
d’autre part. Le livre de Paul Claval c’est aussi un ouvrage qui affronte
les
problèmes
socioculturels
contemporains
comme
l’impact
de
la
globalisation, la crise de l’environnement globale ou les crises des
idéologies politiques. Ses aspects ajoutent une grande valeur à l’ouvrage.
Daniel Iosif
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